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PADUCAH DAIrilk‘"IVEGIST
 VULs IMBER 186
PADUCAH. KY. SATURDY MORNING, D
ECEMBER 1.1906
HELD AT THE CITY 
HALI1ELK'S . MEMORIALJUT MEETING to BE
c-
FRONITIBR COMMITTEE GETS 
BUSY SUNDAY
ON MORAL QUESTION
•
MILD AN ENTHUSIASTIC 
MEETING, LAST NIGHT AT SIXTH
AND TRIMBLE STREWN
—APPOINTED COMMIT= TO
ASCERTAIN LOCATION OF SC
ARLET WOMEN AND
NAMES OF OWNERS OF P
ROPERTY TO BE
GIVEN AT PUBLIC MEETING 
NEXT TUES-
DAY NPGHT.
bilmeing Wee Addressed By judge
!P.A. Berry, Colonel jOe 11. Potter
am. E. %William sod Councilman
Damn.
An enthusiastic meeting was held
list night of the Frontal- Commitam
,
composed of residents of tbe first
and second wards who are prepa
ring
to tight the invasion of their localities
by the desolseas of the Red Light 
dis-
trict Matters took a sensationa
l
tore by the adoption of a resolutio
n
for the argent:sties to hold its t
ext
meeting at the Ctty Hall next Tues-
day night at winch tithe the report o
f
a committees to find the locsini
oss
sod the names of the owners of 
the
bosses rented to prostitutes will 
be
made and steps taken to place 
the
matter before the grand jury trrhidt
will be in session next week. The
meeting at the city hall next Tees-
day night will be an open one, and
to which all Citiacas from the other
for wards are invited to be pr
esent
and hear the report. There will be sew
era' speakers to address the meeting
The committee was called to order
Ian night at Chris Miller's shop a
t
7:3o o'clock by °hairline William
Karnes. After reeding the minutes
of the last meeting the list for new
members was opened and many more
enrolled their umme.
On motion of Mn Miller the or-
ganisation was made permanent with
the present offkers.
Judge W. A. Berry was invited to
address the meeting and he respond-
ed in a forceful mil pointed talk.
pointing out the legal phases of the
case. The speaker expressed his
sympathy with the objects of the
club sad while he believed that
bawdy houses should not exist any-
where, but history showed that it
wee impossible to suppress them vi
-
ne*, and therefore he advocated
segregating them ie a locality the
least objectioeshie in the city. Judge
Berry also pointed out that people
living adjacent to such paces were
not the only suffers from the pres-
ence of such houses but it affected
other residents blocks away.
He stated to the committee the
importance of having evidence and
facts to back every mat not to
rely Woo me*** on of con-
didoos. TIN attorney emphasized
the fact that those who rested prop-
er fir for imesegliperposes were ado-
iact to indienaina-.and arrest ,
every day that dss.yrtottsios ass so
rented, and he atiratedt the 111111/11en
to secure the nantes.eetha-ownerine
the property and aleSiloe tile law an
them as the best nom fpr
the neighborhocallf--of ultde-sinaile
characters. '
It was reporter& time some of the
West Court street women were pre-
paring to move to Campbell street
arar Fifth street and on Catuptrall
between Sixth and Seeenth *teeth,
and also down de, iletreett' street,
some of the proptirty being reported
as belonging to M. Friedman and
some to the Kahn Mate.
A committee consisting of J. J.
Howell, Chris healer. C. C. Duvall
and T. J. Evitts Was appointed to
ascertain the location of all Immoral
resorts in the two wards and the
names of the owners of the propeety,
and to report et the next meeting
of the club.
got. J. E. Potter was called on for
a talk and in his usual vigorous style
he commended the members for or-
ganization aod said that the only
thing a man had that was worth any-
thing was his family and his home
and that he was justified in resorting
to almost any measures to protect
them from the promote or pro*,
irnity of the lewd women. He arraign-
ed the officials for not being faithful
to their trust to enforce the laws.
He said that enough fines had been
imposed on that class in Paducah in
the last forty years to buy The town,
•
and still they were here almost un-
molested. He advocated pushing the
matter before the grand jury sad to
keep the harlots moving until they
found a place vtitere they would not
come in contact with decent people.
Mr. Jams E. Wilhelm wee then
Invited to address the traducing sad
he did so, saying that every move-
ment having for its object the better-
ment of the tatty mid the advancing of
its welfare had his teeny sr:methyl
and the co-operation of his paper. He
said that in his opinion the matter of
immoral women did not only concern
the people of the north cod of the
city but the interests of the good
people of the entwe city are involv-
ed in the question. The speaker
struck straight out from the should-
er by saying that Paducah had sect
a reputation for being wide open sad
immoral that it could not expect new
enterprises and families to look with
favor on locating in this city. That
while fine churches and schools exist-
ed on the one hand the freedom and
privileges accorded the harlots on the
other hand enabled them to leer
down as fast as the good people built
up.
Mr. Wilhelm quoted a well known
and wideavrake citizen as saying that
the harlots of the city are given more
privileges than in any city of its sae
le the country. That in certain stores
the clinks would quit Initiate on a
respectable woman to wait on one of
that class because they were liberal
spenders, and cited other instances
where the immoral classes are pal-
feted to mingle with repectable peo-
ple-
He urged the people to organise
and stand together and not expect a
few of its members to do all the work
or fighting, but for all to give the
outcasts to understand that they
mast go, and the public officals that
they mean business. And if need be
to transfer their meetings from the
First ward to the City Hall sad in-
vite all good citizens to enlist in the
work to purify the morals of tile city,
and to stand ready to go into the
mend jury room and procure indict-
ments of those responsible for the
conditions. He cited instances where
once or twice in ten years pest Scar-
let women had quietly dropped into
rooms near his home and that all he
did was to twitify the owners of the
premises that it was a case of the
tenant moving or 'the landlord being
Indicted and in ss hours the women
eters out slid gone. Mr. Wilhelm
closed by advocatina a vtgerous fight
kien and above board with plenty of
: emincilman Duval then made a
ibort talk indorsing the other speak-
ers.
A motion was then adopted to hold
the next meeting at the City Hall
reepday evening next, to receive the
Prepare of the sub-committee and to
'Write all citizens to be present, and
also to arrange several speakers for
the occasion. The meeting then ad-
ANNUAL EVENT OCCURS IN
THE AFTERNOON AT THE
KENTUCKY
KNIGHTS If PYTHIAS
HIST NEXT WEEK
CITY LICENSE TAGS.
Diamond Stamp Works Got the Con-
tract to Furnish Them.
Manager Percy Jordan of the Diam-
ond Stamp works was yesterday
given the contract to furnish the
government with the tags to be
as wagon licenses, dog licenses, etc
The contract was let by the finance
cotnnittee, City Clerk Bailey, and
City License Inspector George Lehn-.
hard. The tags are to be here for n
the first of next month, when ever*
body hat to renew their licenses.
—Lillie }lad, colored, lies very ill
at her home in eta South Eighth
street as result of taking laudanum,
with suicidal intent, it is claimed. Sha
took the dose Thursday night. Her
anthand is George Head, colored,
jatiitOr at the prostoffice.
ODD FELLOW ORDERS NOW
ARRANGING FOR THEIR
ELECTION
judge Orem at Red Men's roosting.
Delivered Ltst of Swiss of
annual &mortal services by
ah lodge of Elks will be
ow afternoon at II*
at The Kentucky theater
dill be crowded troth the bun-
always drawn out to the act-
h
are public affairs con-
the brethren in memory
of those brothers who have died dur-
ing the past twelve months.
The lodge members will meet at
their buddies on North Fifth at a
e'alech and march in a body across
the street to the playhouse, wher
e
they occupy seats upon the stage.
Tbe oration will be delivered by Host
Niel S. Corbett and the general
eulogy by Hoc. Emmett W. Bagby,
Sr. Some beautiful electric lien ef-
fects will prevail during the cere-
Maim the different hues being ap-
eropriate to the feature.
Knights ef Pythis moat.
The Knights of Pythias next Woo-
dsy evening hold their election of of-
ficers to serve during the coming six
mooths. The nominations were mode
at the last meeting, and from this list
ens will be selected next Monday for
each office to be filled.
Odd Fellows.
Next Monday night at the meeting
of Union Encampment in the Fri-
ternity building the imal nominations
will be made, and two weeks there-
after the order will elect its new of-
fices from this list.
Ingleside lodge of Odd Fellows
make.: its nominanons the night of
December 14th, while Mangum nomi-
nates December lath, and the Jersey
lodge December ttth. These respec-
tive dates are the reenter meeting
nights of each body, and then two
weeks thereafter the three lodges
choose their officrs to serve the next
term.
"---••seeeorrelaro•
AFTER COON WHO
$TOLE CHIEF'S
DINNER
WILL BOLIN, COLORED, CAP-
TURED MY THE LOUIS-
vauc POLICE
Last of Series.
Judge David Cross last evening ad-
dressed the members of the Red
Men's lodge on "charity, it being the
last of the series of lectures delivered
by *eskers of that order on "Free-
Afoul, Priendship and Charity." A
Large attendance was mit test night,
many visitors being present, and sev-
eral short talks were made by others.
December zoth, when the lodge
celebrates the tentli anniversary of
its existence here, the members will.
condut the ceremonies in the nature
of an "open meeting", friends not be-
longing to the order being invited, to-
gether with the affiliates. Many
talks will be made by well known
speakers, while luncheon will be serv-
ed at the. close. The program for
the gathering is now being com-
pleted
TOO SMALL
Plate Glass Window For Nisei and
Meyers Will Not Fit
new French plate glass for
d Meyer's jewelry store
arrived -and was yesterday
put in position. When being placed
it loped that 'the glass was -too
the window, so Cirtractor
es Warren left it in, to remain
until there arrives another one which
is larger, and will fit. The glass takes
the place of the one some thief shied
a brick through three weeks ago to-
night.
• Manager Thomas
Dixie mills, leaves
week's business trip
tanooga and other
B. Upton, of the
today for a tvro
to Atlanta, Cho:-
Southern points.
•
liTECTIVE BAKER WENT
FOR HIM THIS MUNINS
lieRRY COHEN SWOT TO LOU-
ISVILLE BY PARENTS FUR-
NISHING TICKET
seinawastas
Tad Nisbet elf Masts for the
'Police Degleataftt tees I, for
iftwalbar.
••••••••••••4•••••
Will Bolin, colored, has been cap--
tweet: Louistells. where Detective
Balm has gone to bring 
him
He is the dinky who escaped
the county courthouse yard
while being worked upon the
la4s during the time be was serving
a sentence for 'participating in the
thdt of Chief Janes Collins' darner.
Oise Sunday last summer, while
the iandt al Chief Collins was seat-
od in the front portion of the beim.
for the chief to come, three
dipped into the back way,
entering the kitchen, made a
sweep of everything. They
up the victuals and carried
to the river bank in the old iron
yards at Third and Norton
streets, where the thieves had pre-
pared for an al fresco lunch, when oi-
lman caught them. They were Will
Polio, Charles Johnson and Charles
joss. All got six mouths in the
eotaitv
Webbilhe official tender of the
lawn, had several prison-
sr at truth cutting gram with
MINING OF COAL BY GOV.••
ERNMENT IS PROMINLITT
wo11111
•11•■••
•,...yommme
INTERSTATE COxyrn,CF- COVEISSION
RECOMMENDS WITHDRA v. Aral& OF
THE PUBLIC LANDS
maim
PLAN IS TO STOP INCREASING EXTENSIVE FRAM
Washington, Nov. 30.—In a special
report made direct to President
Roosevelt, the Interstate Commerce
Commission. has recommended a
permanent withdrawal of all public
coal lands from entry, with a view
to their ultimate development under
the control and direction of the
United States government. This rec-
ommendation is one of the results- of
the investigation the commission has
been making into the fraudulent
methods by which the public domain
has been pilfered from valuate lands
for the last quarter of a amateity.
In view of the fact that the recom-
mendation of the -commission is an
exceedingly *trod* one, is supported
with facts and statistics, and has the
support of the department of the in-
terior and the depArtment of justice
it is unofficially stated that the presi-
dent will be likely to make strong
recommendatons in this direction to
congress in his coming message.
The plans which the administration
is said-to be now considering, :f car-
rried out will have an effect upon the
future administration of the govern-
ment affairs, the importance of which
cannot be over-estimated. According
to both the commission and Attorney
Burch there are still unoccupied be-
tween 50,030,000 and fiaamo,cno acres
of valuable coal lands still belonging
to the government.
Of this amount, possibly not more
than Sonata000 or to,000,0000 acres will
produce bituminous coal of the finest
quality, but every acre of the entire
coal field is of great value. It is a/-
together possible that the surveys
which are being made will addlargety
to the known coal acreage, .%
being -int-leads
are now known to be coal lands.
Attorney Burch has informed the
department of justice that sufficient
revenue could be obtained by the
government from an operation of
these coal lands under lease, upon a
royalty basis, to pay the expenses of
running the entire machinery of the
government, including payment of in-
terest on the national debt for years
to come.
The interstate commerce commis-
sion in its report, has given the presi-
dent facts that it is possible for the
government to obtain from $600 to
Stow an acre in the way of revenue
from the lands, and to still have the
lands.
The plan which has been proposed
to President Roosevelt would make
it impossibk for any individual or
corporation hereafter to secure an
acre of publio coal lands in the
United States. In a general way it
would necessitate the leasing of the
lands or their development and opera-
tion upon a royalty basis.
two negroes darted
• the building, and up through
the linty opening on Clark between
Scutt and Seventh streets, Chase was
LT.and Johnson captured
 in an out
aes block away, while Bolin
succeeded in escaping, although he
had shackles around his ankles. He
have gotten someone to cut
off.
three dinner thieces are from
lle and Bolin strayed back
thM way and was caught Since he
ran sway the circuit court grand jury
hoe brougbt in an indictment charg-
ing him with "escaping jail." He will
be tred ors this.
Botta. Johnson and Jones will also
be tried during the next week term
of court, on the charge of break-
ing into an Illinois Central railroad
bqx, car and stealing shoes, millin-
ery., clothing and other goods.
Sent Him Home.
ilerry Cohen, tire stranded lad of
Lodeville, has been sent on to Ms
bode by transportation which Oils
father sent here for him. The boy
was 16 years of age and ran away
time home three months ago. He
*raved here several days ago with-
out money and friends, and applied to
the City Hall for heln, which was
given him in the shape of something
to eat and lodging. The police tele-
phoned his father, who is in business
sville and the latter wired
enough for the chap to be for-
d to the Falls City.
' Month's Business.
Lieutenant Thomas Potter this
n:orning figured up the total number
of arrests made by Oa police dur-
ing November, which dosed last
night, and it setiwed 87. Of this
number only about as were arrested
during the first berteen days of the
month, wifich period Judge Edward
Puryear was in office, !while the re-
mainder were made during the lash
sixteen days of the month while
Judge ZIross was in charge.
at
mom
war
—Yesterday morning about t
o'clock 're destroyed the home of
Mr. 1ab Lynn over at lirookport.J
ill. hss $1,0oo .
Mtr. T. Lee Crumbaugh of Memphis
arrived this morning to spend the day
with his wife and children, who are
guests of Mr. and Mrs.. G. C. Crum-
bangh of North Seventh
Denies He Protected Union Pacific Co.
Washington, Nov an—An emphatic
contradiction was made here today by
George F. Pollock, chief of depart-
ment, of allegations in the affidavit
made at Salt Lake yesterday by
Machael A. Myendorff. a special agent
of the government, that Pollock had
instructed Myendorff to destroy four
affidavits he had procured against the
Union Pacific Coal Company in the
coal land fraud investigation in Utah
Land Office Deals.
Salt Lake, Utah, Nov so --Direct
charges involving the names of United
States Senators Wlarren and Clark of
Wyoming and United States Land
Consinissioner Richards in the Utica
Pacific and Rio Grande coal land
scandal have been sworn to before-the
interstate commerce commission. here
George F. Pollock. chief of Division
B of interior department, is also in-
cluded. The charges are trade by
jidlichael A. Myendorff, a special agent
of the government.
Myendorff in an affidevit' accuses
the Wyoming Senators of trying to
induce him to give up /the investiga-
tion of the alleged land frauds.
He charges that 'Land Commis-
-oioner Richards suossressed evidence
against the Union Pacific.
He accuses Gee,rge F. Pollock of
instructing him to destroy • four
affidavits te lord secured against the
Union Pacific °Coal company.
Witnesses who were in the employ
of the land office, wialases wholtelni
proof against the malign Magnct..
which corrupted ammo of their
employes, eating en ordain Wmd di.
reedy by E. A. Hseeheociki
of the hoariee, task tin
told the commissioners of theft in&
less efforts to ight the m.goosne
which parody! hill=tise SAS
up with a view tit
be tale wIri514eie wilneseeteld
left nodoubt in the minds of dm
hearers that there were certain case
poratious and certain mm- in
places who were sable completely In
control anointment* in the land office
and the official Mai of thet division
of the government. 
. ,
Thus-far not ems the breath of sue-
picioo has bees art upon Secretary
Hitchcock, who is now f."
effort toward a cotagisteb=lort
43
the guilty peribes. The t. is,
however, has been of sash a cilmanallot
as to create amazement that lowN
things could be Acmes for yews ode.
out the complete knowledge of the
head of a departmeat. Apparently
however, Secretary Hitchcock is doing
all in his power to assist the coma
*Weide and to make limeade for the
corruption which has apparently ea.
isteif in the general land office.
THANKSGIVING DAY
FOOTIMILL SCORN
4:
Cornell• Penneffivenia o
c.arishilwasu dit Virginia 17.
Georgettraneyaeitirabitnnon 6.
nnPe. Pate It of P a
Va. Rely 4 . C. mAggies- o
g:-:•7Diciligit :Middle W 1211
St Laois. -Iowa 0
Missouri o.
Mel:en 4)C 11 6
0.
0.
Ohio State rt, Ohio Medics g
South.
Padncak H C vow& R. L s.
Clausen& to. Georgia Teeb a
v ndsewi se. et* 
e.
Centaislyri Sate 6
Tstanklik Tess* o.
Wasissispoi so, 
a 
A. & NI 1.
Mobsans sr. Tonyelai a •
West.
Colorado a Sepia of;Mines a
Ne* Nitteni4dgiesit N S•
SALARIES RAISED
American Express Company inoresees
Pay of Attatbss.
Manager J. Loan- raid, of the
American lizeiltS dike here, yester-
day recelieflatiliklisiOn heathmasters
stating that thapeolasith of *miry local
attache bad been raised ten per eenL
effective 'Nlovendia.• troth, provided
the employes had beta working for
the company for one year, end their
pay had not been raised heretofore
during the past twelve months
This Mt of news brought joy to the
hearts of the attaches who in Ma
way receive a Christmas present *Mil
the'comparry. The itterease Is perma-
nent.
 /Nom
AUNT VieRY LOW.
Vance Brothers Yesterday Baia,
Great-Aunt, Wham Own
Aunt Is L.
Yesterday Mrs. Mane Vance was
buried at the Bayou church cemetery.
She is the great-aunt of Vance
brothers, merchants of the Maxces
Mill section of the county, where she
was visiting when stricken. The .own
aunt of the •Messrs. Vance is now in
a very precarious condition at her
home in the Lamont section of die
county, and little hopes are entev-
tained of her recovery,
—City Clerk .14eirry 'Palley has is-
sued sixteen burial permits for in-
terment of tleolil* Oak Ove" cern.,_
etery during the past Sheath Neff
of them were for whitegple the
ctber half fee 4rerVern 
m 
'
•
,
•
,
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The assignment of pastors to the
litany charges in the Paducah 'Metho-
dist district seems to have given gen-
eral satisfaction, as all are good and
able men, and have arrived at their
'respective charges where they have
gone to work. Of the twenty,two con-
gregations in the district, sixteen of
'them have new pastors. The district
is ably manned and the preachers and
charges are mutually pleased. The
outlook for a grept years's work is
most encouraging. Presiding Elder
J W. Blackard today commences the
rst of his quarterly conferences for
the new conference year. The dates
for the conferences at the different
churches, are as follows:
For December.
Reedland circuit at Reedland 1, 2;
Third street 2, 3; City Mission at
24assac, 8, go; Lovelaceville circuit at
Owens Chapel, to; Mayfield Station
16, 17; Broadway, 22, 23; Briensburg
at Giibertsville, 29, 30; Trimble street
ND, 31•
For January.
!Mayfield circuit at Wrights' Chapel
3, 15.; Wingo circuit at Wingo, 6, 7;
Sedalia circuit at Payners' Chapel, 8;
Farmington circttit at Farmington, 9;
Oak Level circuit at Symsonia, 12, 13;
Clinton circuit at Salem, to, 20; Clin-
ton Station, ao; Spring Hill at Shiloh
21; Milburn circuit at Sharon, 23;
Bardwell Station, 24, 25; Arlington
circuit at Berkley 26, 27; Barlow and
Wielltiffe at Wickliffe. 17. 101
For Februtrjr.
LkCenter circuit at LaCenter, 2, 3;
Woodville circhit at Bandanna, 3. 4
'Trimble Street Methodist.
Rev. G. W. Banks, the new pastor
for the Trinitife street Methodist
elturth,-will tomorrow rooming fill his
pulpit, the subject for discourse being
Cbristianity and Aggressive Force
while for the evetskng hour the theme
will be "icingdom of God As A
Treasure
`
Rev. Ranks has moved his family
'Isere .from Miemphiia, Where he hasjust dosed a four y ran' service with
the Second Methodi st church, one of
the largest congrega lions there. Heis desirous of having a hill attendance
of his congregation t. Denorrow, in or-der to meet all the in embers and get
well acquainted.
•
Third Street Me thedist.
Rev Peter Fields w ill -tomorrow
morning preach at the Third street
Methodist church on "4 iotra 'Pettersfor Righteous Man" v. fide in the
evening Presiding Elder /1:becitertf fills
the pulpit
First Baptist.
"The Retilts of Non- aneendeelee
at Church" will be t ofttOrtow morning's subject for I. ev. Calvin111 Thompson at the Firs t Ilaptist
church. "Tears At The ) 'lodgment"will be spoken on in the ev• ming.
The committee selected t. 9 securethe assistant pastor for this congre-gation is negotiating with elevettldivines. but it will be a week or twobefore they complete the matter
Whoever is procured will not ( same to
assume his duties until the thet cif
next year.
North Twelfth Baptist.
Rev. E. H. Cunningham will prob-
ably close this evening the seri t‘g
revival meetings he has been hol Wingfor the past three weeks at the N Will
Twelfth street Baptist church. A
number of conversions ha x e ero
made
Circuit Worker.
Rev T. 3 Owen and PresidintBider Blackard go out tsday to Reid'.land where quarterly conference will'ist held. Rev. Owen preaches tomor-
morning at the Oakland Metho-r New York- Nov. 30.—If Count Bonichurch, and has no appointment! de Cngte4kone can get $2.000 a weekevening 'hour be is wining to go on the stage, it ishillBeved, and an offer of his serviceshiss been made to Lew 'Fields. Theoffer came through H. B. Marinellithet osoderille agent, who has officesin this city, 'Londe,' and Paris.Mir. Masse. the American managerfor Mr. Marinelli, nails today on LaProvence for Paris to thoroughly in-quire into the matter.
Hem is an excerpt from the letterfrom Mr. Marinelli to Mr. Fields con-cerning the former .htssband of Annaatuld:
"Connt Boni is not averse t..)
'earning' his living through dramaticart, but for reasons of social fitncss(will not accept any of the numerousoffers submitted to him by Europeanroianager;. The negotiations ledh(opever, to the consideration of soAnkerican appearance and I was ad-viaisif to canvass the field for a suit-able p art.
"Cos•nt Boni does
 not desire n
vaudevale appearance, perfertiog arole thm• will allow of his befog an
'artist' ras'her than an `attraction.'
!nit tomorrow morning and evening
He would like for the entire congre-
gation to be out, as this is his first
appearance since being put in charge
of the church by the Memphis con-
ference.
German Lutheran.
Rex. Ilton of the German Lutheran
church of Sonth Fourth street goes
to the country to preach tomorrow
mrning, therefore no services will be
held at the church in the city. To-
night he preaches in the English
language in the city.
Mechanicsburg Christian.
Preaching will be held tomorrow
morning and night at the Mechanics-
burg Christian church. At the usual
hour in the afternoon the Sunday-
school worship will be conducted.
Grace Episcopal.
Rector David Wright will fill his
pulpit tomorrow morning and after-
noon at Grace Episcpal church.
First Presbyterian.
Rev. W. E. Cave of the First Pres.
byterian church will preach tomorrow
morning on "Jewels" and at the
evening hour on "The Waste of Life."
Second Baptist
Rev J S. Pate has moved his fam-
ily here from Hopkinsville and will
preach tomorrow morning and night
at the Second Baptist church
City Messions.
Rev. Naylor will preach tomorrow
morning at the Lone Oak Methodist
church, and at the escning hour at
Little's. Chapel
IS RED NECKTIE
SPOILED A ROMANCE
'Sloping Albert Hed to Have It, So
He Went Back and Fell Into
Papa's Hands.
A cherished red necktie into which
his fiancee had crocheted love's sweet
sentiments with many skeins of silk
spoiled the romantic elopement plan-
ned by Albert Vernice and Julia Ton-
pease of Torrington, sags a Water:bury (N. Y.) telegram.
"Jo wish I hadn't come back after
that necktie," moansd the disconso-
late Albert in the Torrington police
station yescterday: while Julia, tear-ful and frightened, wondered all day
why Albert did not return to New
York to claim his bride.
Plans for the elopement Tuesdaylooked fine on the young couple's
schedule, but they went sadly astray
when the father of Julia insisted on
aecompanyingher to the station after
she had received his permission to
visit friends in New York.
To escape the eagle eye of PapaTonpense Albert was compelled tohide in a freight car. After the fath-
er of Yulia had bade her farewell Al-bert had only a second in which tohop on the last car of the departingNew York express, leaving his bag-gage unchecked behind.
After reaching New York theyoung couple decided that Albertfhotild go back and get his red neck-tie and his other good clothes for thehoneymoon trip. Upon arriving atTorrington he 'was met by Mr. Ton-pease and Chief of Police Hell andspent the night in the police stationIn the police court yesterday morningit -seas alleged that Julia was antlerage. Albert was accordingly chargedwith abduction and held in boo bondafter which Julia's father harried to
'New 'York in search of his daughter
the
Tenth Street Christian.
Only Sunday school worship and
communion will be held tomorrow
morning at the Tenth street Christian
church Rev. Shelton of Mayfield willbe here the following Sabbath topreach, supplying the pulpit until aremilar pastor is secured.
Kentucky Avenue Presbyterian,Rev J. C. Henry will return todayfrom Nashville, where he has beenpreparing his family for removal heretHe will preach tomorrow morningevening at the Kentucky a(cnueyterian church. He has not yetaecur.• a residence into which tomove is family. The church par-sonage leased out.
Evangelical.Rev. William Bourquin of the Ger-man Evangelical church will preach*morrow morning on "Thanksgiv-ging" while at the evening hour his'theme will be "Cleaning Fires,"
Broadway Methodist.Rev. W. T. Bowling is very busilyengaged unpacking his household'roods and installing himself in the(Broadway nethodist church parson-age, on Seventh street beside the+church building. He remarked jok-Bngly yesterday that "Household!Goods." was his present subject en-Waging his entire time, but that heMould have a Biblical topic for preach-
0N1 -WOULD 'STAR' IN
U. S. AT $2,000 Mt
4.1111•MININ•m•
NO NU SVELING
IN N. Y. SKULESNew York, Nov. 211—The tioard of
education has voted that the new
style of spelting which Superintend-ent William H. Maxwell had recom-
mended should not be intrauced in.to the public schools.
There is no argument as WhOltYconvincing a- actual expWrience
• 
•
* THE CLIMAX OF •
• HUMAN WOE*•
•
••••••••••••••••••.******0
Colorado, with the election just
over, has begun another political con-
test which promises to be far more
bitter than the regular campaign. This
time two new parties are in the field
One is the Wiamen's party and the
other is the Men's party. There are
some men in the Women's party, and
some women in the Men's party, but
not many, says a Denver telegram.
The issue is the woriaan candidate
Upon the outcome of the struggle
depends whether Colorado shall have
a woman governor.
Chairman John Vivian, for the re-
publicans, and Milton Smith, for the
Democrats, admitted today they were
worried worse than they had been
during the Buchtel-Adams election
since announcement of several days
ago that no more women candidates
except for superintendent of schools
would be nominated, the chairmen
have been buried under a perfect ava-
lanche of letters and telegrams.
Chairman Smith has one stack of
messages labeled "Masculine" and the
other "Feminine." He says that men
with a unanimity of sentiment favor
the suppression of the woman candi-
date, and that women demand one of
the fair sex shall sit in the governor's
chair, and that they threatened to boy-
cott the party if no more women be
nominated.
"To be a candidate opposing a wo-
man candidate is, to my mind, the cli-
max of human woes. I would not
run against a woman if nominated
for the throne of England. She can
ridicule you and abuse you, yet if you
say one word about her you are im-
mediately accused of insulting her No
creatures on earth are so sensitive as
Colorado women. One time when a
friend asked me what kind of a meet-
ing we had I said very good. only
there were no ladies present, mean-
ing, of course, that no women were
there. It happened there were a half
dozen women in the back part of the
building, and soon I heard I was ac-
cused of saying they were not la-
dies. Of course, I meant nothing of
the kind, but I lost that precinct.
"If you ever accept a nomination
to oppose a woman candidate, go
home and commit suicide Wove the
campaign begins. You will be better
off. Men simply will not refuse. a
woman when she asks them to vote
for her. Some of them make mental
reservations but the majority keep
their promise. In the country dis-
tricts in Colorado especially, the men
are excessively gallant, and although
few women candidates are personally
attractive, this gallantry gives them
an advantage no man can hope to
overcome. This is one reason ue havebeen unable to induce good men to
run Whenever we put up a manthat is invincible, the Democrats nom-inate a woman for the same office,
and our good man resigns. This isthe cause of the low personnel of can-didates for years past."
A Trust Remedy.
(Nashville Banner.)
The prompt squelching of a soaptrust by the English public is attract-ing attention in this country, but the
remedy it suggests for the trust evil 11•15 for a toe niece • solid metal Goa-ls one hardly susceptible of practical stractigna
 tilm
 fast
 °I. MM.
 dialletarapplication here.
Certain soap manufacturers ofGreat Britain organized a trust after
'the approved pattern of such organi-
zations in this country, but the Brit-ish people would have none of it. It
C not orilt assailed by the press andpublic speakers, but the people boy-cotted its goods and dealers refusedto handle them There is no law
against such combines in Great Brit-ain, but the outraged popular senti-
ment was more powerful than the law
and the trust was forced to ditmolveThe trusts have been made pos-ible in this country largely by deal-ers who submit -to trust exactionsand refuse to handle the goods of in-dependent companies through fear ofthe trusts. Some of the British spirit
exerted in America would have a more
wholesome effect than abnormal ef-forts to enforce the law, but it doesn't
msee possible to arouse the peopleto that piteh. The only example ofthat spirit in America has been thatof the tobacco planters in the darkdistrict, who throttled the trust byan organization of their own.
ASY BREEZEN
BILLS OS GLASS MID 11:11FAL
MA.ICS SWINT MUSIC.
Range in Price front Ti....-Five
Cents to Two Hundret. D.il-
lars—Where They Are
Used.
-BATTLE ANNIVERSARY.
Yesterday Many Years Ago the Bat-
tle of Franklin. Tenn.,
Wals Fought.
Yesterday was the anniversary ofthe great battle of Franklin, Tenn.at which time abenst 40,000 of theNorthern and Southern troops met
upon the battlefield and fought bit-terly for a day, during which time 6-coo met their death, while as many
were wounded.
Mir. W. G. Whitefield of this cityparticiapted in the entire fight andsays it was one of the hottc.st occur-
ring during the civil war. He was
with an Alabama regiment f1`tat ledthe cherge, which was a bloody onefront start to finish
It would be safe rnough to folio
e
ieffstinct if we didn't know pat thhunter knows them as well as we doand tact them to trap Mil
The wind bell. an Its name implies.Is made to ring by the action of the
wind. In fact the wind bell is not •ben at all, strictly atinaktnA but •contrivance composed of a number ofpennants alinpentled in a circle from
a ring and hung close together so thatthey will tame into contact and pro-duce sounds when strayed by thewinds.
Some wind bells produce sounds that
are very pleasing and musicaL Some
are made with glees pendants, some
with pendants of metal; some are
small and very staple In eoastruation
ethers are large and massive and
elaborate.
Wind bells range in price from M
ants to MIL The original home ofthe triad bell is Japan.
In its simplest form the wind bell la
oomposed of a number of narrow
strips of glass, perhaps ii inches inlength, suspended length who Irma awire ring about two Lathes * tins-Ste. Within the circle formed by OW
strips thus sespeeded is hung by es*
earner • little square piece of OROMU way down the length of the leanstripe, the strips and the square Oleo*being ornamented withvarious Japes
mecharacters and designs. This vial
bell may be hang op wberever • brews
will strike it sad blow the matte Inn
sestnet wftli one another and 'nth the
Mw snagestled anima them-
But ellghtly more espensive theethis simplest Own of vied ton are
others atOhms. with peadsole at tidSerest lengths. sad Mk a sumbir of@gems at .at Omsk soh a windbell pestsehig a greater veeist7
Imes
at
Another inexpeaairs sort of Melhail his a number of very mall bell
shaped metal objects suspealeil oa
cord at diOareat heights. with a err
rospondiag number of little Elm bailshanging from cords, to amp tap am-
tact with the metal objects wItee tambee is ifitnylid by the visit
Still another sot costly tors of windbell has far peadasts a anmtsr elOgriOwily colored lest Glimpse piens
of metal, metallic Worse of vartonsforma and abed suspended seem&
from a ring by cords. The wir 1 blows
thee* Mime together, groove g—theleaves being at direr's& sir, a and
thicknesses—a variety of 011.1111111
tonal.
• InntillIC wind bell that sellp farps and occupies vertically a ppm od
about three test hes, susessiled aringel
tram a ring Mot a loot la & MOW.
• usiaber peodants. sect a 'mood
elf arreral audoss metal object* semi
• bellalir the other llekrw th.a drabs
of pendants and imaging from the
center of the support of the len le a
cylindrical shave& Oaten of metal.
the lantern being about a foot in
height_
A larger wind bell of metal, on. that
sells for $7‘, has lantern, bet a
bigger hoop and longer sad larger and
more semerous pandas* mei cos
pad elf Several metal objects at.
tailhal use below the other.
A strange, if not grotesque, wind
r aetak one that mile for SOO
and shaped like a great shallow bowl,
and here beagles *venal and with
the Pendant,
 
longing Sires feat or
mare in length mod hem Its *sear
edits.- The pandanseat this &nutlet,'
hell, each composed at a number et
Oddly shaped abbots swipsic old one
below the other along It, vary la
length, and at the end at a number
of the pendants hang old sms11 bells
with tongues.
Wind bells in timer less expensive
and more familiar toren are bang as
porches in summer, where the brazes
ass play with them and male them
tiakle or proclaim their enuiloal
sounds In v lot.er such wind belle
may be hung at windows more Cu' less
likely to be opened at the top, where
the wind can strike them.
That wind bell of metal WM the
lantern banging below It would prob-
ably be hung In a hail, where it would
be sounded when the door was *pass&
rho great wind bell would, in Japan,
be hung is some temple's greonds,
and probably near the gate. Here It
would be hung 1.1. a garoen.
Cianey's Horse in a Race.
A noted man In sprtugtield was Mi-
chael Clancy, • contractor, who had be
come
 rteb. He bought•stringof horses
and entered them for the Saratoga meet
He mend his horses for the fun of it,,
and rarely bet_ One day be bad a horse
entered that seemed to have so extol-
lent a chance to win that he bet tan deb
rare ea IL
When the horses got away Caesar
stood la the grand stand watching them
through his field glassed Some of his
monde, knowing of the ten Lollar bet,
crowded about and bege.n to joke him.
"Where's your horse now?" Claim,
was asked-
Clancy sureered the Odd carefully.
"I can't quite make out." he replied,
last in the third rase ordrat in th."—Beutee Herald.
t Tonal.
," said the email girl to the
sall boy, "what are relatiour
"RelatIous." we. the answer, "arefolks that keep mother working se birdfor fear they'll come around on &Wrenlompeation and say she isn't a podilprissliagpstr."— Weal: n xton kid
FREE
From Isaac Shelby to J. C. W. Beckham
ALL OF
KENTUCKY'S GOVERNORS
The First Time Their Pictures Have Ever
Been Published. FREE
The Evening Post has for several years endeavored to secure pictures stall KentuckyGovernors and has at last succeeded in securing
 them through the •• • Iv•ii woe of the Ken-tucky State Historical society.
In order to place these pictures in • permanent form, they ben seen anirraireels •group is an spier-data Atlas showing, Kentucky with the late noun atall the presidents of the United States, Rulers and Flags of CU natl. ••• p restenstatistical data, history of the Russo-Japan War, Ono Isle =9PB of the Vowed_ .1149999. Pan-ama Cana% East and Western Hemisphere, reports of the last three aaatelalli PIMand nisch other bnsflcai information.
II 
Melee and Atka hi MB. se ALL &IMMO y OsT• subs:Teo, ae for • fuU ear's subscription r by snail oal aglortle
=rialba. liode lid that theft stirs ate I y mall only and that the sie-by ermine Of e.s.Iii invents per weekThe Evening Fost pablishes six or more editions daily and the latest edition is rent to •each reader according to th• dais that it will ..._h thewThe Evening rost I. first in everything and has the moat State news sad bentmarket reports.For on the people amid agstust the crafter.Independent always.
For the Hasse.
aior Eurnista Past. Lowavit.t.s. ay.
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Caron Directory Company
Of Louisville, Kentucky
Branch Office in Paducah a Mr
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Chavaalsoce at our patrons and the chimes at Pain* eatihave placed caries at the *eateries a 11 the cities named below bethe isognkeg Illegleter dice at gee Broady, y, where the public is invited in allwhen thseiring the address of any resident of the cities soma
THE SIXTY CMES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITAXIS
011114IXTH OF THE POPULATION OF THE UMITEDSTATE&
List of Directories on File
ALMS/1MR CITY, PA.
AXIS/TA. GA.
BALTruoRs. ED.
BOSTON, MASS.
BRIDOEPORT. CONIC
BRONX. N. Y.
BROOKLYN. N. Y
BUFFALO, N. Y.
CISATTANOOGA, TWIN.
CINCINNATI. O.
CHICAGO, ILL.
CLBVILL A ND. 0.
COLUMBUS. 0.
COLORADO CITY. COLO.
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO.
COVINGTON. WT.
DAYTON, 0.
DMINVICIL COLO.
arritolT, MICH.
DISTRICT OF COLOMBIA.
DTILITTIL WNW.
FAIRFIRLD, COKIL
INDIANAPOLIS. nip.
JEFDISSONVILLS.. nip.
KANSAS CITY, KA&
KNOXVILLE. TI13111.
LOS ANGELES, CAL
LOUISVILLE, IT.
MANHATTAN. 11. Y.
IfIttwcnswrzat. VA.
COPIES OF PADUCAH
MANITOU, COLO.
MEMPHIS. TINE.
MILWAUCIII. WIS.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
NASHVILLE. TINE.
NAUGATUCK, CON/7.
NEWARK. N. J.
NEW ALBANY, IND.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
NEWPORT, KY.
NEW YORK CITY.
NORWICH. CONN.
PADUCAH, KY.
PHILADELPHIA. PA.
RICHMOND, DID.
RICHMOND, VA.
SALT LANE CITY, UTAH.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
ST. PAUL. MINN.
ST. LOUIS. MO.
SOUTHPORT. CONN.apiaNOPTILD. 0.
STRATFORD, COWIN.
SUPERIOR CITY, MIEN.
TOLZDO, 0.
UTICA. N. T.
WATZRBURY, CONN.
YONKERS. N. T.
DIRECTORY FOR IOW,
SAIZ:
PRICE $4.00
•I
CARON DIRECTORY COMPANY
Register Office, 523 Broadway
vi WATCH CASES
It is neither economy nor good tests
to pot a poor cover over a good set of
worlot. •
' A good case is always advisable, par-
_ tic-nlarly if the works are first class.
Silver, Gold-dried or solid Gold—
all reliable—are hers.'
citsr4Asy
J,L,Wolft Jeweler
.1.••=011•••allf
Matt% Unger 46 Co.
'Undertakers and Embalmers.
180 EL THIRD STEM: PADUCAH, ELY
J. W. HUGHES
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GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
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'New York fashions.
ate jumper waist is the natural
evelution of the lingerie waist. White
lam around the neck and shoulders
'becoming alike to old and young, to-
gether with the expense and difficul-
ty of an always perfectly fresh white
widat, has resulted in both utility and
beauty. What more natural than to
add a skirt of sim lar material to the
pretty waist, and the costume is com-
plete. No fabric escapes the jumper
fad—cotton, etamine, plaids satin, silk
mad even panne velvet, the yoke and
slums being in harmony (in respect
to costliness) with the dress mate-
Arimminga.
Raillovsiavqr. trun.ning par
~Menet for the jumper waist, where
all fornamentation is centered. A
Bylaws satin costume has a vine of
bine, white and . chow embroidery
emarcling the shoulders, and a spray
co each wing of the sleeves, which
we always slashed under the arm
the sides sloping away to almost noth-
ing when fastened on the shoulders
A handsome white satin waist is em-
broidered in yellow, the designs be-
ing ears of wheat, intesmixed with
long, !lender leaves. When the dress
is of velvet, embroidery has not yet
been used, the elegance of the lace
yoke and sleeves constituting suffi-
cient ornamentation.
Contrasting Colora.
limbroidery in contrast is best liked
and is of course most conspicuous as
blue and green on blue, or green on
white, or crimson on black broad-
.cloth is in especial favor. Cashmere
is weli adapted to "jumper dresses"
sat waists, and as skirts are plain
pinked affairs, and waists full and
behed in handsome dresses on this
•
1 Christmas in the Great City.
The rush for Christmas presents be-
existence of the black and white fad
gins immediately after Thanksgiving .
and people who would scorn under
other circumstances to carry a pack-.
age are fain to clasp their treasures
closely and fight for room in the al-
ready overcrowded street cars. Be
it whispered that everybody in New
York cannot afford a cab. Amid
the variety of handkerchiefs, lace
yokes, bonbon boxes, and the thous-
and other alluring trifles that arrest
attention, perfumery is always a safe
choice, and the jot/it-1mm purchaser
select' a bottle or box of Murray &
Lanman's Florida Wataer. which has
borne the test of time as a favorite
with discriminating women and goes
home in peace, satisfied with her shop-
ping.
Shadow Embroidery.
A rage for shadow embroidery in
large figures is apparent--grape
leaves, large roses or other kindred
designs. An exquisite gown of gray
chiffon and crepe de chine has a
wide band of the latter around the
skirt, ,then came irregular spaces of
tucked chiffon. Each seam of the
skirt was folded over, from under
which was a crosswise panel of crepe
de chine of a different width from the
one next it. Strewn over Panels and
tucks were large, round grape leaves
in shadow embroidery, exactly match-
ing the material in color.
For the Opera.
An evening gown prepared for the
opening night of the opera is of white
Brussels net over white silk with em-
broidery in white, yellow and green;
in trailing spray design, each spray
quite separate, and rather broad at
MP •
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The Above Design is by the McCall Co. of New York, publishers of
Fanhion and manufacturer of McCall patterns.
order may be made at home Sleeves
may be one lace ruffle above another:
or be very full; may end at the elbow
Or be three-quarter length.
Spangled Robes.
While spangled robes have been
more or less in favor for many years
this season they are so cordially wel-
comed that every stylish hue is rep-
resented, even gray, which is the es-
pecial novelty in this direction. The
dtill spangle is now supreme, and as
designs are comparatively delicate
and spangles of various shapes are
combined, monotony is at an end
Gold and silver lace interwoven on
Brussels net is one of the newest im-
portations in robes, retailing at $14S
each. Small beads lend their aid to
leaf shape spangles, or form a glit-
tering edge to lace appliques.
Large Roses.
Roses and other floral figures of
considerable size in silk embroidery
and of oriental colorings, edged with
gilt beads, are combined with the dull
spangle, affording yet another vari-
ety in this wide range of choice. As
'an offset to these gay fancies, come
exquisite robes of black Chantilly lace
. with appliques of taffeta silk, and be-
tween the apirffques ate lace sprays,
Piling yet not crowding the vacant
paces. Louis inc silk appliques on a
small "all over" lace pattern are more
fairy-like, and black chiffon figures
OW white chiffon attest the continued
the lower edge of the skirt, ending
in a slender vine near the belt line
The waist was a fancy Eton of white
net, embroidered at match, and edged
by white silk drop buttons, which
were also placed at irregular spaces
over the packet. A yoke of hand-
some lace and elbow sleeves finished
by buttons, completed a charming
costume.
FANNIE FIELD.
How to Care for Shoes.
If shoes are properly cared for they
will last fully twice the length of time
that they will if neglected.
A shoe shoul dbe comfortable, re-
gardless of the size or width that may
be marked on it. lithe shoe is too
large or too small, it cannot keep its
shape.
"Before shoes arc worn the sole
should be sandpapered, so as to re-i
moxe the glossy finish and permit
the varnish to soak in, then copal var-
nish, such as is used for varnishing
carriages, should be applied with a
small stick of wood or an old tooth
brush 'handle. his varnish comes in
pint tin cans, so that it may he easily
kept from time to time if it is tightly
corked when not in use. From the
can pour a few drops of varnish in
the sole of the shoe and spread it
evenly over the surface, being care-
ful to keep the varnish Irons getting
•
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• SOME LESSONS IN
• CANDY MAKING I
•
*************************0
Home candy making is usually as-I
sociated with pulled molasses candy
taffy, popcorn balls or the uncooked
var;ety made with whites of eggs
and confectioner's sugai. There are
few who go beyond chocolate cara-
mels or realize that as del'cious bon-
bons may be made at home as can
he purchased for So cents or more- a
Pound at the stores.
The tools needed for candy making
are few, and we would strongly advise
that the beginner make her first trials
yr:411 such utensils as may be in..ae
kitchen.
One two-quart asrate saucepan with
an evtra heavy bottom in whieh to
hog the syrnp, one or two half-pint na-
ve eancepans, a shallow s
spoon or middle. and some waved pa-
nel' are all that Illre feel, .reestary
thoutsh a wire cattily work would ne
an addition as well as a marble slab
(the ton of some old-fashioned table
or bureau). though a good, large meat
platter will answer the purpose.
The candy fork, or dip, is simply a
long loop of stout wire in a wooden
handle: the waxed paper may be
'sought by the sheet from any confec-
*loner. though, if candy is to be made
often, it will be found advisable o
purchase all or part of a ream from
some confektionee's :apply house
Vegetable colorings, which are per-
fectly harmless. are put up by a
number of reliable firms and may be
ordered through the grocer. For fla-
vorings the oriinary extracts are
itsel: also maraschino and other cots-
chats.
For all fine candies a cream base is
needed which is known as fondant
Once the cookint of thie is learned
the greatest difficulty has been sur-
mounted. Aooarent trifles affect it
ser;ouslv. and there are t'rnea when
it will not cream as it should Moist
ure. for instance. has a very iniurious
effect upon it, and for this reason it
should never be attempted on rainy
days or when the k;tchen is saturated
with steam from the kettle or wash-
tub.
Use fine granulated sugar, and res
mernherintr that a pound of sugar
measures one pint, put that quantity
in the large caucepan and add a half- 1
nint of hot water and a Pinch of cream
'n the large saucepan and add a half-
the cream of tarta : a bit the size of
a small pea is ample.
of tartar. Do not be liberal with
it is better to put the spoon away:
for, once it is a clear syrup, stirring
will simply cause it to granulate again
Heat rapidly to the boil;ng point; as
it boils a little it will adhere to the
Stir until the sugar is dissolved;
crystals.—New York Mail,
LODGE HAS A BILL TO
KILL CHILD LABOR
Washinsrton. Nov 3o.—Senator
Lodge of Massachusetts will intro-
duce a bill shortly alter congress
meets to exclude from interstate corn
?tierce goods manufactured by estab-
lishments employing child labor.
Speaking of his bill, be said'
"The protection of the children of
the country from the disease and
suffering and ignorance which always
go with child labor is of even great-
er importance than the protection of
the general public against impure
foods, and 'congress should not hesi-
tate to act .
The enactment of a Federal law
will not only prevent all the evil re-
sults of child labor, so far as the
children themselves are concerned,
but will save the states which al-
ready have similar laws on their
statute books from unjust competi-
tion from factories of various kinds
in states which have not yet acted."
Senator Beveridge is also interest-
ing himself in this subject and will
probobly introduce a separate bill
with the same object.
The fellow that doesn't care par-
ticularly whether he is happy or not
generally is.
in the tippers or it will leave an ugly
mark.
Stand the shoe away, with the sole
up, for a few hours, to allow the var-
nish to soak in the leather; repeat
these coats of varnish allowing time
for them to dry between each coat. 
untilthe pores of the leather will ab-
sorb no more. This will be shown by
the varnish hardening on the shoe
and giving it a glossy surface. I well.—Philadelphia Record.
After applying the last coat stand,
the shoes away for several days, with JESSE JAMES, JR., FOR LAW
the soles up. This will give, them
time to thoroughly dry.
The varnish may be had at a small
cost—it requires but little time to do
the shoes, and in addition to making
them wear full twice as long they
become waterproof.
The uppers should be cared for reg-
ularly. Before blacking. al I dust
should be removed with a soft cloth
and a brush; then a good blacking
applied, the shoes again thoroughly
brushed. .and then polished with a
soft woolen cloth.
Many people prefer to have their
shoes blackened by those who make
a business of it, and if it is, possible
to have this done, treat the leather
in a way that it cannot be done ati James was admitted to the bar a
home.—Philadelpik Press. yeit
* HOUSEHOLD HINTS. I
I
*****************
Larded Halibut—Have the halibut
steak cut an inch thick and larded
by draning matchlike strips of firm
salt pork through, so that they will,
stick out on both sides of the fish
Heat a frying pan, put in the fish,
and as the pork fries the fish will
cook. Turn once and serve on a hot
platter. prickle with lemon juice and
spread with a little butter which has
been creamed and mixed with a tea-
spoon of finely channed parsley.
Bread GriddleCake--Grate enough
stale bread to fill one erin: soak n
one cup of milk for twenty minutes;
beat. add a saltspoon of oilt. two ta-
blespoons of melted butter and one
egg well beaten. Add a cup of flour
and hut again Stir in quickly one
and eue-aalf level teaspoons of baking
poeirdier - hake on a griddle and serve
with syrup
Plymouth Cranberry Pie—Chop one
cup of cranberries fine, add one cup
of sugar and one beaten egg. Beat
all together and bake with two crusts
Souffle Potatoes—The cook who-
will not take great care in her prep-
aration of souffle potatoes -hould not
undertake to make them. Pare and
'dice raw potatoes very thin over a
bowl of ice cold water, so that the
slices will trop into the water before
they have time to discolor. After all
are cut, drain and dry in a towel Fry
in deep, hot lard, skim out lay in a
colaeder oft half a minute, drop again
into hot fat, when the slices wilt swell
or puff up; skim out and serve hot.
Nut Cookies—Cream one scant ta.-
blesposio of butter with one-half cup
of sugar. Add two eggs, one scant
cup of flour, one teaspoon of baking
powder, one-half teaspoon of salt
four tablespoons of milk, a generous
cup of chopped hickory nuts and va-
nilla to flavor. Drop with a teaspoon
on buttered pans about two inches
apart. If too thick add a little milk
Delmonico Cream Roll Potato—
Cut pared potatoes into tiny dice and
drop into ice water to crisp. Pre-
pare a cream sauce flavored with on-
ion juice, celery, salt or minced pars-
ley, as nreferred, allowing one pint
of sauce for each scant pint of pota-
toes. Add the potatoes to the sauce
turn into a btsttered saute pan and
bake in a steady oven ontil•the pota-
toes are perfectly tender and the
sauce absorbed. Fold over like an
onslet and turn out on a hot dish.
Garnish with parsley.
Japanese Tea Wafera—Stir the
white of one egg with one rablespoon
of sugar, then add one tablespoon of
rice flour and one and one-half tea-
spoons of softened butter. Beat un-
til well mixed (it should be about as
thick as cream). Pour a teaspoon of
batter on a baking tin or the reverse
side of a large baking pan slightly
greased, and 'with the back of the
spoon spread it until about four inch-
es in diameter and almost as thin as
tissue paper. Bake in a moderate
oven till brown, and while still warm
roll around a round stick. These pro-
portions make one dozen wafers. Keep
in covered tin to keep crisp.
--
Baked Haddock—Clean a four-
pound fish and do not remove the
head Rub inside and outside with salt
Make a stuffing of one cup of cracker
crumbs, one-quarter cup of melted
butter, saltspoon of salt, ten drops of
onion juice, a teaspoon of chopped
pickles. Fill the fish and sew it up
Cut gashes in the side of the fish and
lay in each a small strip of salt pork
Lay a few strips of pork in the pan
and skewer the fish in the form of the
latter S. Rub over with softened but-
ter and dredge with flour. Bake one
hour in a hot oven and serve with a
sauce.
Sour Milk Waffles—This recipe is
adapted from my great-grandmoth-
er's cook book, and the waffles are fa-
mous for their lightness: Two cups
of flour, one teaspoon of soda, one an
one-third cup of sour milk or butter-
milk. a tablespoon of melted butter
or drippings, one scant teaspoon of
salt and three eggs.1 Mix the flour
and,, salt, dissolve the soda in the sour
milk, add to the flour and partly stir
together; now add melted butter and
one egg; beat up; add another egg
beat again: then add last egg and beat
Prosecutes Brother-in-Law on Charge
of Misusing House.
•••••••••
Kansas City, Mb., Nov.29.—Jesse
James, Jr., a son of the famous out-
law of that name, was in police court
today to prosecute his brother-in-law.
Luther )fcGowan, for taking his
horse without permission and misus-
ing the horse. McGowan pleaded
guilty and said he had'been drinking.
"Vat- are his bro. en-law. what
do you want me t with him?"
judge Kayle inquired of James.
"He ought to be fined: I believe in
law enforcement," skid James.
Judge 1:Srle imposed a fine of Sitio
woo 1111111111ants 
"Take Ibis Suggestion"
••••••■••••
•••••  •••••
As Many Others Have Done to
Their Great Delight and SatisfactioR
GREAT DELIGHT AND SA11SPACTION. MAKEIT A RDIAll
TO SAVE SOMETHING EVERY DAY. AT LEAST EVKNY
PAY DAY AND DEPOSIT YOUR SAVINGS IN THIS BANK.
WE PAY 4 PE RCS= INTEREST ON DEPOSITS.
•OP
Mechanic's and F wows
brigs Bank,
227 Broadway.
 4011.111111111en
THY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
*mkt paying mat. Let vs WU the basset pan par bar le me yen
pay test. VaIoees ad be do. Ibee lees an tbe
proposed cee examies as bead as wars dopes ant ea Akre
moots Was 
Tr
 
IT Ow each. Big eiM tastaboest rim
weds demo.is "be Yews ground In dm csty. Property b
arivermieg regally.
M'CRACIEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPO RA TED.
Lased DIllsadars. Pres. sad Mgr. Phone ylls.
A SUCCESOR TO PLATT.
Active Senator from New York Would
Threaten Combinations.
The indication given in Senator
Platt's telegram to E. H. Butler
that he is considering the idea of re-
signing is received with interest here
Should the senator follow such a
course, it will make a considerable
difference in affairs at the capitol.
For nine years New York has been
practically non-existent as a factor
in senatorial aaffirs. The departure
of Mr. Hill, who wielded great in-
fluence in the senate, left the state
practically unrepresented. Senators
have grown used to Chat state of
things in the course of years, and at
least the senator from New York
would be in a position to present the
sentiments of his state and insist that
they should be respected in legisla-
tion would introduce a new factor in
the congressional game.
New York has not been wholly un-
represented. To a certain extent, en-
ator Aldrich of Rhode Island, who
spends a great deal of his time in
New York s•iicl has some interests
there, has been looked to in emergen-
cies. A notable case of this kind was
on the occasion of the appointment
of William H. Plimley to be assist-
ant United States treasurer at New
rork in 1903. Mr. Plimley's appoint-
ment was unsatisfactory to the busi-
ness interests of New York, and they
applied to Mr. Aldrich to have the
matter remedied. Without 'consult-
ing either Mr. Platt or Mr. Depew,
he had the confirmation rescinded
the nomination sent back to the pres-
ident and charges filed against Plink-
ley, the nomination withdrawn, and
Hamilton Visit appointed in Plimley's
place.
On other occasions other senators
have been called in to attend to New
York matters. For example in the
case of the National City bank rental
item, a year and a half ago, after it
had been stricken out of an appropria-
tion bill in the house, it was neces-
sary to have someone act in the sen-
ate. Mr. Sulzer accordingly went to
Senator Patterson of Colorado and
asked him to take charge of the mat-
ter. Mr. Pattersony attended to it
and had it done without either isqls
Platt or Mr Depew being milled upon
to take any "partin the affair, either
for or against the item.
Aside from these exclusive New
York matters, however, is the ques-
tion of New York's interest -in mat-
ters of general legislation, such as
railroad rate regulation, the tariff, the
currency and others. As the leading
state,in the union. New York has, of
course, much interest in such sub-
jects, which interest could not be ex-
pressed in any influential way through
tither Mr. Platt or Mr. Depew. The
former occasionally made a set apeechi
on some topic of the day, but very
seldom, and such speeches. have l't-
tic or eot tgect. Mr. Depew's had
none at all, being chiefly speeches of
the kind which he was once noted
for on after-dinner occasions. Aside
from, these speeches, be never took
part in influencing legislation.
There is a delusion to the effett thatl
it is only la tbe last 3rear or two that
 
•
Mr. Platt and Mr. Depew have been
nonentities in the senate. That is not
the fact. Neither of them has <vet
had the least influence on any subject
whatever. New York as a factor in
the senate departed with David B
Hill.—Washington Dispatch in New
York Times.
NEW YORK BAR A GOLD MINE
Is the bar of New York a gold
mine? The question is suggested by
the appearance of Delphin Michael
Delmas, the Chlifornia orator, as
Thaw's attorney. Mr. Delmas, who is
nearly 63 years of age, says frankly
that he hopes in New York to recoup
the losses he sustained in San Fran-
cisco. Few New Yorkers have heard
him speak. Possibly they knew him
best as the delegate-at-large from
California who placed in nominatioe
William Randolph Hearst at St Louis
in zoos.
Mr. Delmas is not by any means
the first lawyer or orator of repute-
tion in other parts of the country who
has come to New York, R. G. In-
gersoll of Illinois and Daniel Dough-
erty of Philadelphia did the same
thing. Both came here in tniddle life
with established reputations as ora-
tors. Neither met the success at the
bar that he expected.
After his first term as president
Grover Cleveland practiced law in this
city, but he did not accumulate riches
Three former speakers of the house
of representatives moved here within
recent years. John G. Carlisle of
Kentucky and Thomas B. Reed of
Maine succeeded. David B. Hender-
son returned to Iowa a broken man
Two former governors of Ohio en-
tered the New York field--George
Madly and James E. Campbell. The
latter, however, has returned to Ohio
and was defeated for congress at the
recent election.
Alton B. Parker is doing well; Be-
fore his presidential candidacy be
never had a law office in this city. IN-
enator William Lindsay of Kentucky
has succeeded here. like Mr. Carlisle
of Kentucky, in corporation practice
When he retires from congress, it is
said Charles Littlefield of Maine will
practice here.--New York World
ORDER WIVES
BY JOB LOT
"Send twenty marriageable girls
and we will pay the freight." .
Sterling, Ill., Nov. 30.—The
Matrimonial Club of Rock Falls has
received an order for twenty wives
for members of the Men's Wane to
Marry Club of Nettinger, Idaho. The
club members deny that they propose
to engage in interstate commerce in
the matrimonial lines
Natural beauty sever fears the rain
ILLINOIS CENTRAL
EXCI1RcION RULLETIN
Chicago, 111.—Internatland are
Stock Retyaltioss. Dates at sale /lox
Web Deeember rsi. ma. 3r4 mai gdi,
tga. Return Rant Deceraitt
met bead yip nte
•
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The Mass llaaatkag At Chy HAIL
The meeteng last night of the or-
ganization of citizens of the First and
Second wards to take steps
to prevent the location of harlots
is the lower end of the city, was one
in Muth the entire/sr-Ay should be
deeply interested. Those people
mean business and we are of the op-
inion that they will succeed in ac-
complishing what they have started
out to do. They not only have the
real but they are ready with their
influence and money to push matters
along.
The editor of The Resester at-
tencted the meeting and from what
we saw and heard, we wish to say
to the good citizens of Paducah that
in our opinion a golden opportunity
is now before them to inaugurate a
geeeeal movement for the betterment
of the city not only in regard to fore-
saw the harlots into retirement but
to take up the rogation of ridding
the city of the gambling hells and
other vicious divek that have con-
tributed so much towards retarding
the moral growth of the city.
We wish to be frank and say that
the people from the north end of
the city can and will carry out their
purpose's without any aid whatever
from the citizens of the other wards,
but veVelo not believe that the good I
work should be permitted to stop
there. There is scarcely a section
(4 the city that does not smart and
writhe under open operation of itn-
mor4 ,Ispuses vicious saloons,
the eillsoel large is suff.erina from the
las indototrnent a the laws. Bribes
lhave been sought 1:"; public officials
and questionable methods employed
is some of our courts and the time
ihe entae for the good citizens to
t-lce hand in the affairs or the
city and so organize that the public
conscience may .betOine aroused and
steps taken to give free and full pub-
Why to all ern dahsgs in the city
and to make a universal, demand for
radical changes in' the' omethods bf
OW government. .
The City Hail,
. „ 
bf • pecked
and jammed by the fathers of the
30 tog men of the city who are fur-
nishing the grist for the mills of the
lawless, and every citizen who desires
to tee t betterment of conditions
foltIlhtbe seit, t'Pas
It is to be a public meeting of the
citizens in the interest of sped Tor\
els and better govermnen& itce
be the people's business. At that
-meetinintkf
IV 
sashes. of _per :ew-
e
ing property for unmoral 4 bul•Poses' 
Ulf
are to be given out and other step;
taken to isroteet' respectable neigh-
horhoods front iterasion by the sear-
3t women who by an order of the
circuit judge must cease their nefar-
ious calling on West Court street.
trile 44eff- tiot-atIesti 4vety fantifyi lit
Paducah. and with the proper effort
the work inaugurated can be utilized
as a basis upon which to build a
cdmpact and active organization cov-
ering the entire city for the purpose
of combatting other evils that seem
to., flourish on every side. -It is the
people's opesortunity to accomplish
instal for the whole city, and it is
the duty of all good citizens to lend
their presence and voice to the occa-
sion.
The Saloon and the Negro.
o August, Ga., Judge Spear, in
charging a grand jury, made use of
the following forceful words:
"I think it can be demonstrated
that nearly every crime of this char-
acter, which has so shocked and infu-
riated the Southern people, is directly
traceable to the demon of the still
We have conditions in the Southern
states which should arouse to the
uttermost the attention of the people,
which should compel the supremest
effort for swift and radical remedies
'To the very prosperity of the South
are these conditions in part ascrib-
able. While there are thousands, no
doubt millions, of people of African
descent who work regularly, own
homes and farms, strive to better the
condition of their families, to edu-
cate their children and to protect
them from association with the tower
classes, there are unhappy thousands
who are homeless and nameless vaga-
bonds.
"These men, from the scarcity of
labor in our numerous industries, can
obtain work anywhere. The high
rate of wages enables them in one or
two days to secure support for a week
Thus secured, without the sligntest
thought of the future, they refuse to
workshop.' They stroll around the
work. 'The idle bona the pREpARE FoR
country as irresponsible as the beasts
of the field. When such a vile no-
mad—the descendant perhaps of a
Congo cannibal—superadds to his
bestial disposition, his hereditary vic-
es, and the absolute incapacity for
moral comprehension, the infuriated
LEFT ON VISIT PAYMENT ON THE YOUNG LADY
TO SEATTLE PURCHASE PRICE PASSES AWAi
MR. PALMER WHEAT WENT TO FINANCE COMMITTEE AL-
SEE HIS FATHER IN LOWED $3,1loo TO ELECTRI-
SEATTLE, WASH. CAL COMPANY.
Wheat Leaves Last of This
Month for Ogden, Utah and from
There joins Her Husband.
Mr. Palmer Wheat left lifvening
for Seattle, Wash.; to eine his father
after spending tee day, this city
to which place he accompanied the re-
mains of his late father-in-law, Major
Thomas E. Moss, who died last year
in the Philippine islands.- Hie wife
Mrs. Marie Moss Wheat, is stopping
at sor Kentucky avenue, where she re-
mains until about December 3oth
wheo she will leave for Ogden, Utah
to spend Christmas with Mrs. Charles
Gotling, who is well known in thir
city where she has often visited
From Ogden Mrs. Wheat goes on to
Seattle to join her husband, both of
whom expect to sail sometime ih Feb-
ruary from San Francisco Cal., on
their return to the Philippines.
Mr. Wheat is now superintendent
of all the telegraph system maintained
in the Pilippines by the United Stater
government, which controls the island
He has been located there for several
years now, and it was while visiting
at hie home that Major Moos passed
away.
We and Mrs. Wheat will make the
trip back home quicker than they c:id
to this country, as coming over they
came through China, the Mediterran-
ean sea and thence across the Atlantic
Ocean.
CHRIS1148 
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Superintendent Kehbler Got Ilianeage
Yesterday Saying eco New (Robes
Had Been Shipped.
During the meeting of the finance
committee for the city, yesterday af-
ternoon, there was recommended for
allowance the scond payment of
$.3,800 to be made the General Elec-
tric company upon the purchase price
of the new machinery and other ap-
paratus bought of that concern for the
public electric light plant of this city
The committee's recommeceiation will
be concurred in when the council and
aldermen meet in full session next
week. This is the second payment
made the company, while the third
comes later on.
Superintendent Kebbler of the elec-
tric light plant yesterday received a
telegram from the Cincinnati people
stating that they bad the day before
shipped from the Eastern factory, the
so glass globes that are to take the
place of thin number which got
broken during shipment of the nen
machines and other supplies. If they
were shipped Thursday the globes
should reach this city by went Tues-
day or Wednesday, at the seaside
when they will immediately be bang
at the remaining forty street corners
were lights are to go. This dose, is
stallation of the new outfit. is com-
plete.
• 4. • • + 4. • • • • ti • • o • •
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• PlIalIONAL ISIATION. •
THAT HOLIDAY IS ONLYinfluence of poisonous and maddening THREE WEEKS PROM I1EXTdrink—the opportunity offered—a hap- TUESDAY,py family will contemplate the inter- i7silt
eel of life which remains then througn
the bloodshot vision of agony and de-
Merchants Are*pair, infuriated by the unspeakable
Their Holidaycrimes, the mob is formed, the law'
is treated as if it were the vapor:ngs
of insanity. The brand of Cain is on
every participant and demoralizatinn
may settle permanently upon a com-
munity once as lawabiding as it wa.
peaceful and happy.
"Ts it not, then, obligatory upon ev-
ery man capable a thought and wor-
thy of the name of patriot, to do all
in his power to remove the cause of
these fearful conditions?"
WOMAN PENSIONER
OF 1812 IS DEAD
Mrs. Ann Betts, Aged zo3, Saw Warn
ing in a Dream.
East Oranges NI. J, NoV.
An eetts, who celebrated her one
hundred and third birthday on Oc-
tober 6 last, died in the home of her
graixlhanghter, Mrs. Chauncey Tur-
ner. No. ro Church place.
"Aunt Ann" Betts, as she was best
known, was born in Gravesend, now '
a part of Brooklyn, sad was a daughand ter of Abram Van Emburg, a corm-
Missioned officer in the Contioental
Army during the Revolutionaty wee.
She was married to Joseph Betts, a
musician in the American army dur-
ing the war of 1812.
Mrs.. Bette had a fund of interest-
itoofleCtions, and was fond of
teIling about Andrew Jackson anel
his time. She eels one of the fsvr
surviving pensioners of the War of
1852. She is survived by two sons,
George Betts, an inmate of the Sol-
diers' Home at Kearney and Joseph
Betts, who lives on Long Island.
There are five grandchildren and
eight great-grandchildren.
Though totally blind, Mee Betts
retained her other faculties. She had
been in poor health since a few days
previous to her birthday last month,
and her inabiliy to take part in the
celebration made her despondent. She
announced that she wanted to die
and was sure that she would not live
much longer. A few days ago perit-
onitis developed and resulted in her
death.
Min. Betts a fe wdays ago told her
family of a vision in which she had
seen two large nogia eSieeen, which
she said represented her two surviv-
ing son's; five small pieces, symbolical
of the standebildren, and,c1ststers of
cut flowers, representing the great--
grand children. Mrs. Befts interpret-
ed this as a premonition of death
• ' •
t!,AVIT€TTEVILLE BUYS
WATtlat COMPANY'S PLANT
Fayetteville, Arkl( Nov. y.—The
city has purchased the plant of ths
Fayetteville. VVIater Company at a
cost of Boar,000. It is understood that
the plant will be improved, probably
to the extent of $t0,000
mas Evidences Everywhere.
Out
On every side there exists evidenc-
es of approaching Christmas, which
occurs three weeks from neet Tues-
day, and naturally is being looked
forward to with much pleesure ' by
everybody. The mercheatl- are get-
ting in their holiday goods,*hicrare
being displayed in the windows, while
the advertisements are begissing to
Open until Christmas eve, idea is
and late at night. , • i ..
Two weeks from this cookie- the
retail stores down (Own cosnee
keeping open nightly for the the ben-
efit of the holiday trade. They keep
open until Christmas eve, wwhich is
Monday night, and during this period
much extra clerical help is put on to
wait on the rushing trade which fills
the buildings at all hours of the day,
and night. I
The merchants this yeas. look for a
big trade, judging from the vi.st and
-varied quantities of holielay goods
they have brought here for, sale.
From every quarter arzangeniente
can Se noticed for the, ys;
many churches will give 4141 as
.
trees for their Sunday echoed chil-
dren. I
Chief Collins two weeks fr to I
...- ,1
night stations several eattea !ice-
men dorsi'. in the betiness p rt of
town so as to keep an alert .t out
•for shopliftera and pilferers et% take
advantage oi the crowded It dur-
ing the holiday rush and st things
by the wholesale.
STEINFELDT FIXES HIS;iBATS
4. • • • • 46 • • 4. • • • 4. • •
Mr. Fred Massimo and bride have
returned from Chicago, where they
went on their bridal tour. Ti- v are
residing at the Hand home on West
Broadway.
Mrs. Harry Meyer has. goat -,o Ev-
ansville, hid., for a few days' visit.
Colonel Victor Van de lisle re-
turned yesterday from • dr..minnsg
trip to Tennessee.
Mr. V. D. Presnell of Smithland was
here yesterday on business.
Mr. Harry Atkins, the dry goods
drummer, is in from a trip to Mis-
souri.
Colonel E. G. Glendore, the famous
auctioneer of St. Louis, is in the city
on business.
Mrs. F. W. Sweeney is viseing re-
latives at ere Tennessee street.
Mr. T. Al Barrett and bride of
Louisville are here spending their
honeymoon with the grooms uncle
Mr. Barney Kavanaugh, the news-
paper man, of North Ninth near Mon-
roe street
Mr. Henry Woolfolk is visiting here
from Memphis.
Mrs. J. R. Martin of Greenville
Ky., left for home yesterday after
visiting Mrs. Pat O'Brien.
Mr. Maurice Nash, Jr., an..: wife of
Louisville returned home esterday
after visiting Mrs. David VaeCulin.
Mr. Arthur Robinson of 1 suisvillt
is visiting Mr. Win. E. Coc ran, the
shoe merchant.
Miss Kate Vineyard e Obion
Tenn., is visiting her aunt, NI -. Frank
Clark of South Third.
Mr. Jesse Young has refur -el from
spending several weeks in th- osunty
Mies Jean Goldswahe of I ropldns-
vile is visiting Miss Ethel Brooks.
Mr. Samuel Ford has gone to Cin-
cinnati fora visit.
Mrs. Samuel Bennett of FiOtots has
returned home after visiting Mn. J
V. 'Walton.
Met Myrtle Lindsay of MaeHson-
vifle. Ky, is here to attend the funeral
of Mr. E. P. Weeks.
Misses LH/it Rouse, Bessie Dining-
ton, Kenner Rudolph, W. T. Harrison
J. S. Ragsdale, W. T. Jewell of Liv-cues' champion Hitter 'Linsal! pre- inrston county yesterday went to
paring for Nest IteiSsolt 'Princeton to atend the First District
Chicago, Nov. ye—Charles Webb Educational association, Which holds
Murphy, president of the cubs, re_ there yesterday and today. Others
expect to go up today, includingceived a letter from Henry Steinfeldt
yesterday, in which "I teachers of the city schools.
who 
Steiny,"1
is hibernating in Ciocinniti, 0.1
said he had just purchased ten new
bats, which he is preparing for next
season's campaign. Heinrich has his
glims glued on the National league
batting champion for ,go, and says
that if oiling, sandpapetiog, etc., will
help the bats any and his slugging et
the same time .he has the berth. the
same as grabbed.
The Mobile team is anxious to play
a brace of exhibition metchee, with
the Cub in the spring, totOlturp,hy
is in receipt of a letter from Bernie
McCay, manager of the Alabama club
to that purpose. Ho ,eays that any
dates between MarCli %end April to
will fill the bill. H. D. Winslow sec-
retary of the HntchinsinnKas.,- team
Is also on the warpath Pr games with
the cubs in the spring and writes
should' r ad his
Murphy to the effect thr tif, the
Cubs be anywhere, a 
berg in the season when the tender
grass is struggling to bore a passage
to open air a couple of coitetsswould
come in right handy. r
GIVE AWAY BOODIsite SECRET
Alleged Treasurer of litittsburg Graft
Said to Have Surrendered.
Pittsburg, Pa., Nov. ,ogo—Commoi
Councilman William. A. .Mgriin. al-
leged treasurer of the council'; com-
bine, who is now out on Sao,000)bail
on two charges growing put of the
Pittsburg and Tube City Railroad
bribery scandal, is said to have turned
state's evidence and will revel the
names of councilmen who were to
have clivi,ded the $po,000.boodle fund
Martin will neither deny or confirm
the report.
Attorney Samuel G. Bailey, counsel
for President C. S. Cameron of the
Tube City compete,, today- declared
that "the whole thing is a bluff to
work a scheme to which the public
has not been admitted and there is
nothing to indicate that cite council-
men accepted When."
MISS PEARL NEIKIRK BURIED
YESTERDAY AT SMITH. 
LAND
Funeral Occurs This Al tat-noonOver
Remains of E. P. Weaka—Mrs.
Jane Vance Dead.
Yesterday, at Smithland. • Miro
Pearl Neilterk was burled, after cere-
monies that had been conducted at
the residence where she died the
day before after a year's illnes with
consumption.
Miss Neikirk was- twenty years of
age and the daughter of the late Mr.
Frank Neikiry, who died several
years ago. She was a most lovable
and sweet-mannered young lady, of
exceeding popularity, and one whose
death sends great grief to the hearts
of all.
Besides her mother she is survived
by two brothers, Mr. William Nei-
kirk, the limber man of Ithrsouri,
rad Mr. Walter Neikirk of Paducah,
sr
-ho travels for Harris, Davis & Co.
of Nashville.
Mr. Weak's FuseraL
At a o'clock this afternoon the feu-
eral services over the remains of the
late Mr. F... P. Weeks will be conduct
l ed at the Broadway Methodistchurch, Rev. W. T. Bolling, the newpastor, officiating. Interment fol-lows at Oak Grove cemetery. Thepallbearers will be:Active—J. S. Ross, James P. Send',
Abe Livingsion, Richard Clements
and Hood Bryant.
Honorary—B. H. Scott, Lem B.
Ogilvie, J. K. Bondurant, J. W. Mc-
Kuight, E. W. Baker and W. F. Paz-
Venerable Lady.
Yesterday afternoon at the Bayou
church cemetery, in the county, there
was buried the remains of Mrs. Jane
Vance, who died the night before of
general debility and infirmities.
The lady was ninety-one years of
age and one of the most highly re-
spected residents of this part of Ken-
tucky. She is survived by several
children and many relatives
Aged Lady Passed Away.
Mrs. Kate Rickle passed away yes-
terday afternoin at her home in the
Krebs station neighborhood of the
county, after a lingering illness with
dropsy.
The deceased was 69 years of age
and was preceded to the grave by her
husband who died during role She
was one of the best known and most
highly respected of ladies of that
vicinity and bad many friends who
deeply regret her dissolution.
(qFPo-..MS efld c
She is survived by three children
Mr. Edward Rickle Mrs. Kate Koertr
and Mrs. M. B. Hodge.
The remains will be buried tomor-
row afternoon at 2 o'clock at the
Whitlock cemetery.
OLD FOLIC ON THE FARM.
It's so quiet here ole woman.
An' so everlastin' blue,
When there's not a Irwin' soul about
exceptin' me an' you,
That I kinder sit t' mophs
As the nights is growin' cool, -
Per how the winter's comic' an' NI
kids is gorse t' school.
Tbe's a pow'ful sight o' workins—
Makin' here an' futon' there,
Feedin: bogs an' gittlite firewood •
a-chorin' everywhere,
An' it takes more time t' do it,
'Chase it's harder, as aside,
On these crisp an' frosty' morein's
when the kids is gone t' school,
An' when it comes t' refin', an' the
Table's set fer two—
Jes' the dog an' cat a-watchirs' us, en'
only me an' you—'
Bless my 'heart? fiefs "Potnitthin'
chokes me.
Guess I kinder act the fool,
But the storm is howlin' mournful
and the kids is gone t• school
You're a-feelin"bout as I do,
'Cause the look is on yer face;
Don't you love their merry shciutine?
Don't you miss 'em from the
place?
Do I guest it's Cause We're lonesome
That we kinder set he kali; '
When the winter's coming eik
the kids is gale tie •
• .
'Guess we're trittin"1614, Vie .vemitati
Life ain't what .it Ise3-lenst
All the Yids groneid'eti , bet )es'
same fdehtel. Yeti tit'
Spring fee them, theif-sun in Akin'
Winter here, our days grow #101r*-
Heaven help us do our dutse Okras&
out kids, away at school.
—Nat B. Sewell.
Crab Orchard, Ky.
The perversity of things is such
that the man carrying So accident pol-
icy is the one that never gets hart -
-
a•
kf.t.
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66 IGHTS OUT" ON WEST
COURT THIS MORNING
itiE RIGID ORDER OF JUDGE REED SENT A SHRILL BUGLE
BLAST DOWN THE LINE, AND AS RESULT THE DENS OF
INIQUITY ARE CLOSED IN SCARLET DISTRICT, WHICH
HAS HELD FULL SWAY EVER SINCE THE WAR—TODAY
THEM BECOMES EFFECTIVE THE ORDER OF JUDGE
REED, ABATING THE NUISANCE.
"Taps" (fiesta op) was the call
sounded inet, e West C0011 street
scarlet -•clittitc this morning short?y
l
after 11 0CfreCk by the bugle. blasts
from the order of Judge W. E. Reed
ef the circutt court, as after midnight
,last ern iiiirs di. 4ens ,of iniquity
we ptsetically In deadest, as coin-
' mared Ate the brilliant scenes and
tinkling debauchery which has pre-
vailed nightly in that section ever
since the *at, forty years ago. The
Madames closed the houses, while
lbere was a general exodus from the
city of the soiled dove*. Early this
morning there was an unusual still-
ness in the demimonde vieinitirt end
this evidettees diet the =denies and
inmates will got Wye the rigi seder
e tip trehe Septem *else
of nil itiirelk.Ny Judge R
Trains leaving this city ye day
and last carried away *se of
the soiled there sire stiU
-quite - a n the ho
the avenue; houses
wally dark t g, and
of men in that particle of was
quite conspicuous. The fematIthave
not all left *evil% as a number are
reported to have cheated rooms and
rented houses at diterent points. One
upon
gen.
CITY'S INDEMIEf
INSURANCE
MAYOR YILISER EXPECTS
WORD FROM HEADQUAR-
TERS OF COMPANIES.
The Policy Iseeed Will Insure the
City Agairust Having to Pay
Damages for Accidents.
Mayor Yeiser expects to hear
something definite by next week
from headquarters of the insurance
(mantes which have been written
to regarding issuing a policy that
will indent:Ate the city government
assinst loss through damage suits
that may be filed against the mimic-
ipahty by parties getting hurt at any
place under control of the municipal
authorities When the mayor ap-
plied for a policy of this kind from
the local agents they informed him
it was something new and out of the
ordinary, and they would. have to
write to headquarters about the mat-
ter. Several letters of inquiry of this
Galore have gone to the headquarters
froin whence word is expected short-
'''.
The mayor recommended to the
city legislative boards that a policy
of this Mad be taken out by the
it.g,
•
y and lie s to con-
et with 
e take out 1The 
"Ishuiket" policy which will inclemni-
es high pay
-• certain sok ' to whet-
ly Use dap agiskset suit' pp te
wip
ever company *nip polliey. Then
if anyone gets h Mr lain cal the
'abbe streets, and nit is brave*
sgaintt the city istmernsnentrthe corn
psay carrying thisTisolkei'mfayl off
spialase the ' _molt 0'
Whatever judir41110 gotten
the injuries or dea ls. 'Slit;Plly for
the payment of the annual prteeitsin
indemnity cveapany feraishes
the lawyers, suits and
bears all 4Antidental thereto.
• -
tONNORS IS A LUCKY PLAYER
Toronto and Omaha After Sit714011
of South glind First Sucker.
South Fetid,- Ind., Nov. oct—Ac-
cording to announcement from the of-
fice of President Carson of.tbe Central
1esigee a fight 14,p fp; Ilse services
\ td. John ("Bitch") V (,first base-
lines of the Sot .*um. both
greaten° and Omit lng * Ise-
Iviees. South Bend near the close of
the Central league season sold, Con-
weirs to Icironta for Vow, but ;Onta-
liras now •totem forward and elaims
the heavy littler by draft. iSouth
Mend has received the eontrat for
'Catcher Elmer Johnson of frank
Sort, Int, and is counting
to fill a big gip io the makeup ltha
team. . I
Other Central league clubs et+ also
showing activity. Carson having beenle
Wormed that Dayton has pure
Harem Bail% .eitgiper, of Niwarls
IS. the same' Illts, WalkIlefed
sr of Wheerlo% retiree&
a eosiaser tslep rtigets ofliteriptsitor, rim
Mlariairer Ed Xeon, the old Cleve-beil player. attll %Gelder Ray Ri
thing ertain though, the houses were
rot open after 12 o'clock this morn-
ing.
Today the order of Judge Reed be-
comes effective. Last September he
had all the madames indicted for
maintaining nuisances in the shape
of disorderly houses. Every proprie-
tress was fined at that time $so and
costs and the judge then issued an
order "abating the nuisonces." He
suspended this order until December
tst, before it was to become effec-
tive, in order to give the women time
to vacate that quarter. Now today
the order becomes ellective. and if
any of the inmates viakts the order
the next move for the ipdge is to
have the females before liar for coo-
telpt of court. Contempt of court
means a jail sentence, In discretion
of the judge, who can keep the wo-
n-.en confined en kw as be OleaMIL
Next Monday the ladaw earears in
the criminal grand jury, and it is a
foregone conclusion that in delivering
the charge to the jurors he will lay
particular emphasis as regards the
twwdy houses. The judge does not
talk on the matter at all, his order
steads( for is full meaning, but the
charge to the Jury is the natural se-
quel to the situation.
DOVEY PLAYS
FOR DOSTONS
DEAL IS PM THROUGH FOR
TRANSFER OF NATIONAL
CLUB.
.,•
Check for .phoss Posse the Deal and
New Olikers Are
Chosen.
Mr. George Dovey, the former Pa-
ductahan, has finally closed his deal
tot control of the Boston baseball
club in the National league, as shown
in the dispatch in this article. Mir.
Dovey is remembered in Paducah as
the well-to-do coal mine operator
who fifteen years ago owned a mine
op on the Louisville division of the
Illinois Central railroad, and who for
the mere pleasure of the sport, join-
ed the Paducah professional ball club
that then maintained a park at where
Sixteenth and Monroe, streets
Ifc and his brother played with
the club for several years and
were great favorites in Paducah.
They afterwards moved to St. Louis,
where only a few weeks ago a widow
named Mrs. Brsdshaw sued Dovey
for $20,000 on the ground he promis-
ed to marry her, but afterwards ,re-
fused.
The telegram regarding the ball
(*teal follows:
Boston, Mass, Nov. 3o.—The Bos-
ton National league baseball club
dossed heads yesterday, passing
from the control of enSod„:e
and Collant to a leaded by
George B. Dover a 
I
 
d, i 
r
 
brother
Julia Si •C---Dorrey. Owbe deal was
eotnpleted in the opt* of Attorney
Ralph E. Joslin. Thaiet forest* were
A. H. Soden and W1'illiN3bnent and
their sons, Fred Teetry.ii6d Mr, Do-
vey. When the gapeili were pro-
nounced in proper form Mr. Davey
banded over a cashier'sfilraft for $70,
000. As he already had up I forfeit
of $s000 it made good the fittiatieunt
of $75,000 paid for the el*.
This included the franchise, play-
ers, etc. The new corporation also
purchased the ground for Swam and
mortgaged the saineteisilidowvious
owners. The eeeiticinonpe wellf..be
known as the &sloe National teigne
Baseball club incorporated under the
laws of Massachusetts. The new of-
ficers are:
Board of directors--George B. Do-
vey, president; John. C. Dover, secre-
tary-treasurer; Fred Tenney, manag•
er. The old owners had little to say
after the business was settled, but
George B. Dovey and his _associates
were., in excelleet humor when they
received the tomato abf thee
.friends at .the club's quar-
ters in the :Paddock 
.
.The new ,preeidenevipeiteetnini
semain,,,je .lfesean uneWMaie to at-
end tbe 11:44111 !teeth*" err December
77,- whisk he.hpfsed to P.toff a few
dealt; that .wookL, strength** the club
:hob. aeeeptell -terms with the old sol-
dken:
Sepingifisid hes Niserallett is
a coldract`willt E. H. Tod* an in-
sfieitiet.] Witedistelme-draitesiAkunis
bask of Uniontown, Pa., and Eaatley.
Beta of Waco. Tex.. has also been
N. .(4•111
- Also:dealer ir LIME CEMENT- Agent
ii Agatite Cemesit•! ICING oF-cateity,
Guthrie's Cloak and Fur Sale
Commencing' tomorrow morning, December 1, we will inaugurate a
sale of Cloaks and Furs at prices which will show clearly ..that
.c Guthrie's values cannot be epuaied.
I Lot cloaks, black, tan seill.vgnefff,,, worth $a7.5o 00 goo
for reol•ei.,! aisin ..e•t•e• • $32.50
r? • gidiuter
!•:,17.77
This lot of cicala is satin.
a Lot cloaks worth Sri, .•  
 $ilLoo
z lot worth $ao, tune •  . • $15
a Lot Mack and tan, worth St& for $12.50
5w, for 
 $7.543
Lot black and tan cloaks, 48 and 5o incises long, worth
z Lot plaid cloaks, worth $15, for $z a
I Lot plaid cloaks, 411 inches long, worth gio. for •• • • •$1a:50
r Lot block cloaks, worth $8:5o, for .• • • • II •
I Lot plaid Ci011101, worth glicso, for 
•••••••••••••••••••=m•
Ss-cc
$9.50
.1.• i."-. • • „
FURS YOU SCUST HAVE.. GUTHRIE HAS THEM FOR
YOU AT A BIG SAVING IN PRICE.
a Lot furs, worth $15 andlio, your choice for
.V4•75
Lot, worth Sas, your choice for 00000
1,,oe words gas, your choice for . ......
z Lot, worth $zo, your pick for ..........
Lot, worth $7:so, your choice of the lot for . •• • $448
Loa, worth $5S. your pick for 
Lot, worth $3.r; now 
a Lot, worth ga.5o, your choice for 
$3•98
$848
sive
a Lot worth $1.fo, you cart take them for ...............91
te.4.--inht • •
DO NOT FAIL TO CALL AND SEE THE GREAT BARGAINS WE HAVE IN THE CLOAK AND FUR LINTL. ..•
422-424 Broadway
- -
10 eaters:
41,
422-424 Broadway
FATHER GOT AWAY WITH
HIS LITTLE DAUGHTER
JUDGE M7E1) YESTERDAY HAD TO COSTINUE OVER HIS
WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS PROCEEDING INSTITUTED BY
MRS. ANN RAPER FOR REPOSSESSION OF HER GRAND-
DAUGHTER, STELLA JOHNSON, WHO WAS CARRIED
AWAY BY THE LITTLE ONE'S FATHER, JOSEPH JOHNSON
—LENA VAUGHAN AND HE WRY HACOTTE BOTH CLAIM
TO BE THE LEGAL GUARDIAN FOR THE HAZOTTE CHILD-
REN.
Judge W. M. Reed had set for
trial yesterday morning the writ of
habeas corpus Mrs. Raper instituted
against her son-in-law, Joseph R.
Johnson, for repossession of Stella
Johnson, aged to yeas, but on account
of the father leaving for White
Plains, Ky., with the child, the case
had to be continued over until ser-
vice can be gotten on Johnson. Mrs.
Raper is the girl's gradmother, and
Johnson the the child's father. The
grandmother claims Johnson kidnap-
ped the kttle one.
Johnson married Mrs. Raper's
daughter, and two girls were born.
The mother died some years ago,
and Johnson married again, but got
a divorce. Jobson then sent the little
ones here to their grandmother, Mrs.
Raper, who reared them. Johnson
now wants the children back, and
the grandmother refused to give them
up. John got Stella to leave the
school Wading inlilleckass-
iceberg, and then left for his home
in White Plains, where he is a tele-
graph oprator for the I C. it is
claimed Tom Gill helped the father
get the little one away. Wm Raper
got the writ, which was served on
Gill, but Johnson had gotten away
with the child. The judge continu-
ed the matter over until the papers
can be served on Johnson.
Children Have Two Guardian&
Yesterday in the circuit court suit
was !Red by Lena Vaughan, guar-
dian of Maud, Verna and Robie
Hazotte, against Henry Hazotte,
a:so guardian of the same children.
Mrs. Vaughan seeks to compel
Henry Hazotte to turn over to her
money belonging to the children.
Mrs. Vtoghan married Earnest
Hazotte of this city fifteen years ago,
and there was born to them the three
children. The father died, and the
widow again married, this time Mr.
Vaughan. She now lives in Cincin-
nati where the children reside with
t-
!VI
her. She qualified as their guardian
in the Cincinnati courts. Henry Haz
clue is a brother of the children's
father, and he qualified in the Padu-
cah county coort• as guardian for the
little ones. The &other now sues
her brother-in-law for money she
contends is due the little ones.
Month's Wedding Licenses.
During the month which closed
yesterday County aerk Hiram
Smedley issued twenty-nine licenses
to white couples and eleven licenses
to coiord people.
Property Sold.
Property on the East side of Wor-
tee street has been sold by J. W.
Worten to J. N. Pryor for $4eco. The
deed was filed yesterday in the
county -clerk's office.
Matthew C Lunch transferred to
Winie Kathleen Cary for $r,soo
property on Twelfth near Trimble
SIM*.
Property on Harahan boolevarcl
leas sold to A. P. Kelly by Andeew
P. Hamburg for $5oz.
Mrs. Georgia H-alfiday bought from
4.1
W. E. Cochran for $oo* property on
the North side of Hampton avenue.
W. C. O'Bryan transferred to J. H.
F.dmunds for $600 property in the
O'Bryan addition.
Land out in the county was sold
to D. W. Billings by G. T. Scott for
$1,700.
H. O. Hobbs sold to C. It Seaton
and Wife for $6'.50 property in the
county on Rayon creek.
Licensed To Merry.
Burney Jones, aged 22 and Mate
Woods, aged ao, of this casssay, were
granted a license to marry. They are
colored.
Quarterly Court.
Judge Lightfoot is gettmg his
quarterly tdocket ready for conr
which he convenes next Monday.
There is a large number of actions
on the docket.
Placing Figures. 
Mechanicsare now placing upon
the stone pedestals, the breeze fig-
ures of little uniformed boys at the
Sixth street and Seventh street en-
tiances to the county court house.
There are four of the figures, one for
each of the two pedestals that stand
one on tach side of the entrances.
In the hands of the boys are 'Ririe
lights to tiluminat the way Anto the
yards.
•
....1.1.•••••••••
The man that registers the most
complaints about this life is almost
always the one least anxious to try
the life to tome.
It is. believed that the 11ers‘ear pas
for literature will this year be award.
ed to Goose Cantocci, the Italian
poet It wilt be. Telliernlbered that the
priat--whiat antosses to Anse $oo-
 anelanmsallnimennsintrontramm
H. E. Giendore of St. Louis has arrived in the city and will
conduct the
AUCTION SALE
OF
WARREN & WARREN
. OF 403 BROADWAY
WATCFIES, DIAMONDS AND JEWELRY
H. E. Glendore is one of the best known auctioneers or the
&melt
000—has been given successively ba
Sdlly-Pruclhomme, to Frederick Mis-
tral, to Senor Echegaray and to Biota-
sterne Bjornson. There is some dis-
content in England over the failure
of the judges to consider the claims
of Swinburne.
There is a good deal of talk in Ok-
lahoma of electing an Indian as first
United States senator from that state
Three men are specially mentioned in
connection with the place—Chartee
D. Carter, a young man of Ardmore
who owns 12,00 acres of fine land and
a lot of town property; Chief Mean--
tai and Chief Pleasant Porter. Mc-
Curtain is a giant full-blood Choctaw
Porter is a big Creek.
Dr. Dwight's
Lilyderma Cream
Prevents and cures chapped Fogg*
shin. Makes the skin soft =tooth
and white. Removes all blemishes
caused by tile cold wind$.
Delightful to use after shaving.
For sale only at
BACON'S
NLUIC
119101Y ISIIONT '1*
To Taxpayers;
You are hereby respectfully aotifleill
t the last half of 
-your- CRY Tax•
ill is now due.
This friendly reminder is to guard
you agai net forgetfulness, and ma,
save you a Ten Per Cent penalty.
You are cordially invited to the
city treasurer's office at your earliest
convenience, -that you may avoid the
crow 8 and delay of the last days.
Yours very truly,'
JOHN J. DORIANt
' City lireteurer.
Now is the time for yoms;to fill youi clod halm 3c, Not 12c
•1'ot
lftssi Kentucky anti Illinois Coa:t
.N-1)
•
r '• • . •' •"4 •
\••• • A II;
+wme."•11,11p.r.4439111111 6611.-
- LLM5 Cunningham,
ams. This.th
4111,04
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p
- • •
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—seta
A.. 4..)A 4 tAERMANY.
Where the
Skin Chaps
We rcomnsend the use of
likmry's Aseptic Cream as a
never-disappointing heeling and
softening application for
dtapped or cracked skin or lips.
Is a one night mire her *
cdapped lips and skin rough-
hew; Heals. =item smoothes,
beauties. Delightfy perfumed. I
Not the least bit sticky or
greasy. Rubs right into the
skin. P
1 J. N. OchlschlaeuerDRUGGISTSXTH AND BROADWAY
WE USE
The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONERS
WHY?
Because it irons smothly, not
-
Secanto d
The button holes, or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
Ti irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
'hump" so often seen is Tam-
No other Tile it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending as your laundry.
Star Laundry
'Phone ma
NOTICE
Niftiest Prices Paid for Sneed-gad
STOVES AND FURNITURE
kay anything and mil everremas.
esS-eso Court Street; UN Plisse
23111A.
Clean Fransiola
MOVING WAGON IN CONNEC-
TION.
DR. HOYER
Room mo Fraternity Bedding.
Offset .phese Old 331 R. Reeidenee
; hone old 464
I NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS ME PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
INCoRPORATED
306 B'way. Day and Night
Free 'Catalogue . Scasal
Excursion:
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack.
Nteiticcompany—the cheapesteeand b
nrsion out of Podia&
s8 nn For the Round Trip toUU Tennessee river & Wet'
It is a tslp of pleasure, comfee
and rest; good service, good tab;
good roams, etc. Boats leave eadl
Weems*, and Saturday at 5 p.
For other information apply to jes
Koger, superintendent; Frank L
Brown, agent '
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR. NOSE AND
TFEROAT
Oaks and Reeithmee, Itimak
Bullahitt.
1114111male
A. S DABNE Y WAYS OF CHARITY.
True art Building
'BL NO
0. D. Schmidt,
Architeet : 341 Supertasendent
Pt Fm crafty Budding.
Old Plane aet Red; New Phone.
PADUCIUL KENTUCKY
The millionaire stood at the foot at
the throne.
"How are you?" said the poor man.
"Pretty well, I thank you." the mil.
lionalre replied, in a low voice.
"Dine out last night?"
- "Yea-1 thank you."
"Overeat yourself?"
"Oh, no," said the millionairegelekly
raising his head. "Oh. no, I have met
any appetite left"
The rows of poor people behind the
throne grinned.
"Ever give anything to the poor?'
asked the pout man
'Yes, yea." said the millionaire, es
rely. subecrtbed 0.000 to—"
"Did you miss it?" salted the poor
"If you wouldn't mind asking one
lity secretaries ' the millimetre weat on,
%roaring the last question. "Any al
them would tell you—"
'Did sou ever ri v. away &antia.
reerseti_ wee wee isand, woo rum
bean r'
The inilliossalre's heart beat furiously
Be looked about aim tots caa.nos to as
GNPS
'1 212 mak" be said, la a law, hurried
whist/or
-How much?"'
"A penny," said
scarcely audibly.
A ragged man came forward tram the
=use, huge company behind the throne and
deposited a penny on the table by the
throne.
"I'll make it $110,000 said the miLleen.
sire hurriedly.
"Mit down,- the poor mu Oak
Moab By that teeny are you saved."
DR. W. C. EUSAMIL
morcssepettist3
Othce sob Broalway—P1 one tee
Resideace, sBrankray.
Pews. as
Dr. B. 1 hail
OfItoe wilb Dr. Owen & Myers, IA
North Filth, Bath Phones 35$.
desideace stut Clay. ($4 Phone tbs.
J. K. HEMORICE, 5.0.
WIL NADEL&
H011haick, Millet
ISLI•larble
wm
Practice is all the teens of the
state. Both phones It.
ROOM1. s and 3 Register Bade.
mg, sae xm Breedwar.
ILL E. HEARN!
11111901EHILL BUILDING.
WILIIIPHONE NO. 444.
OLIVER, OLIVER ft wsoitilo011
LAWYERS
OFF ICE& Benton. Kr. rest 1.1111
lierdell Owsety; Palest* Ity
toss rt4 rtstersicy baidaer
Now 'Phew era GU Piens 44
'111. LIGHTMKTI,
I.AWYER.
practi( .n all courts
tador.
of Ile
E. H. PURYEAR
me milliessaire aet doers mid a My
leak Ids plain before the thrune.
gave some mosey moo to a amee
hill4 ." she beim&Orn are very prose at your etmeltyr
asked the goer man
have gives sway a greet deal ow
11664rittg." tee replied, briskly.
Monsliartag what, madam?'
considering what other paegle
do- she said.
-With your whole heart did you gift
ft, for pity. for real love's sake'
"I'm not a esatimestalks," she maid.
botl y
"DM you over rots* to give to ear
weer
"Never," eke maid. Is • boil voimo
"never -
-Never meet Mot et le years miler
?bore was • questiom la bis mica
The lady turned rod sad tried to kW
bee coutnitios, bat a million pair at epee
were OM her.
'Owe." she said.
"Wsu 7-
"A poor woman mime up to me se I
was getuag Into SY weeds I Iram
Dab a girl--her votes died la a wbimper
—mike looked as if she were lyre& mod
lib* mid Ike was hungry. I told her to
OD away; hated the eight at
"Did you give her anything?"
"No." She hung her heat
"She had a babyr
A Batt came In to the Lucre eyes
which turned them from their tattoo
iota soft orbs at wonder.
-Yea, she bad a baby; I
Sewer."
A woman came out from the great se
earnhly sad put a rose epos the table
p by the throne,
Attvraey-at-Law "Ton nay mit down," said the pow
Umtata S mod 6 lksteerr beildleg
523 1-2 Broadway, Paden% Ey.
New 'se 4go.
Abetractlieg of Titles,
lasersime„ Corporatioa and
Med Rome La.
J. 'C. Plearsoy Cecil Re
FIANI1111111 &ItEES
Rooms io,141,4ils,e
•
ar g. ahhli
ELT. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE tao MOWN Firm
TZLEPSIONES:
Residerre 296 Office set
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Miaow to law.
Rooth NO. 5, . Paiute%
COlisaltia Meg. irJettutive
man
Now there came a man of about 40 ft
stand before the throne. He wee ver7
useuldtsty dressed and ids niestaeht
'me dyed Mack-
"Yoe have does • lot of dimity. hen
'We not?" mkt: CM poor men.
h. aotblog really. you know; moth,
losek." be repeat
llama theatricals, deneeer
'Weft yes I bave dome what I miabl,
leen yea know."
"Rave a good Mao gicounalfr
"Oh. yes, Ameba,- said kw nos. NI
het be irks gettlag ea well.
°Via yea gist into society that wWr
tasked the poor man.
"Tea, perhaps I did."
"Nave you ever given willing Is
thatillp and lover
The MIS Ilibod deist for some time
and pondered. Bator, that vast asm•
Nage his cocksureness was gtvSqg way;
he beam to look shabby.
'Meek" be begs% °hut that was
nothing-1 was wallet's bane—butt It
went coast—I had no money with as
and a man a•sked for seesethtag; be was
add and tattered; I gave him the r.
*tea oat at ray ma. bowman, I was worry
kw him."
Out of ereerd same a poor men to
tas a little handful of sigarettes noes
the table.
The man to the world had not totaled
Ws and the sweat stood on Us fors
bead; be seemed ashanted of his scrim
*Vet may sit down," said the pow
OW sod an the ormod of his voice the
Rau booked up sad seeing his gift on the
table be looked with unutterable relief
Excursion Rates on at the peer atan—tken est tows.
The RiveT 1 in *141 man new man up beers theareas.'I ain't Immolate as I ean think el."
Round trip to IIIVANSVILLN AND be 
said, is a "slag who; "I ain't 'DA
se mesas ear position aer se soak*
=, conliboom pelleggii UM se eve
SSA muds 
away?.
the millionaire
gave it a
*haat * and swam ste erewd bake/ tbetitembe
berth iseleiledl thaieame SO or ell men and wear,
mei buswiles la their bends a cep of , Pity of It.
1110111 1111! "A pretty woman's lips" remarked
the sentimental youth, "remind me at
Wita the ealitenaire woks up trona 11. a roe."
ROUND TRIP TO CAM. faril wisest and shivered with sold. NM Ile• "Yea- iren_ined the ex-bachelor, "and
of gm ce lever 11/4D such, limos% wad out, Ws roma was dub, but be her tongue reminds me of the them"
seen see is the dim light a gbeetly pen 
—Chicago Daily Sawa
made; Saha villa seeds. masks to etarviag, eeld 1usa vim
Geed 'seek ea all the boats. Fat PM*1111 by ma Pointed at Wm.
mother perdedees I Ns ram 16111Wag, and west lie ha
4. Is ealseked a drawer sad drew
or GIVIIIN POWTAR, his Mad he Pastoorl 011thlY doelistalt.
S. A. FOWL, Oen. Pass. out a roll of bank notes. With them in
Agent nom N c.zz the dart streat—Odeegoo
issasts ltidden by Their Owners
Without Wiaq, or Spurs, la
the dills.
Is many of the out of the way die.
['lets of Germany ox racing has loos
been a very popular sport. The an
trance tee for the races is small, but
the beasts must be .-Idden by their
owners The rider is not allowed to
bare either whip or spur and be must
ride his animal bareback, trusting to
his voice to guide too beast It Is here
that the skill at the rider comes into
play, as everything depends upon the
training of the ox and the ability of
the owner be direct his movements.
As the ores do not race es a trash
it is no easy matter to guide them.
The race course is a field, perhaps a
mile square, the start being made at
one side and the finish at the other.
Sped is of secondary importance in
the race. Like golf, the sport requtres
seessesee sad the riddle who OW force
Ms lumbering charger se go to a
straight line is certain to win.
When all the competitors are lined
up at the starting roast the signal to
aerie the race is gives Then the fun
oo m minces, for, in setts of the riders*
efforts the owed* usually refuse to
bead toward the finish mark_ Besides,
the difficulties are greatly increased
from the fact that the onlookers are O.
lowed to be la the field and may do
anything to Interfere with the con-
testants so long as they do not tooch
him or his beset Though oxen sag
asturally the teem excitable at amb,
main,, the noise of the spectators woo
reduces then to a state at utter be.
wildsrmant. Often as hour will pan
eaten sail at the usea Is ridden under
the wire. The victor receives a small
money prink which to netting com-
pared to the bettors beettgbtkim by thIt
vletory, and the animal is decorated
with 'arias& el Sewers Asemg the
peasants Vest 'vanes ewe reekesed
from the'ne meads, woo the ea
kit= illtniikilifillit=======t41111
THE OLDEST CONTINUOUS H ONEST
PAWNBROKER
DOING BUSINESS IN THE CITY. MONEY LOANED ON
ALL VALUABLES.
. COHEN
tad BOUT H SECOND.
A FreeN
Exhibition
OF FINE PICTURES AND
PICTURE rIOULDING
WE WILL TAKE PLEASURE IN tutovnNo YOU EVERY/IMMO
LW rrocz. WE AU lIZADQUARTES FOR NEARLY IOVIMIl
FOR NEARLY EVERY GRADE AND STYLE OF PICIOSIE
MOULDING MANUFACTURED, AND OUR PATTERNS AEU 1ST
THE ONES THAT BELONG TO BARGAIN SAX= ALTER'S= WI
ARE MAKING BARGAIN PRICES ON TMrM. OUR 101111017-
KENT OF PICTURE MOULDING is SO EXTENSIVE IIMET
roca YOU WILL NOT BE CONY/NEI) TO A YEW PATTERNS Pala
uTium THE AseAssipc wit= TO =LUC?. TEE DESIGNS ARE MECLINIIME,
THE COLORINGN HARMONIZE PICKFECTLY.
Ingitah IMO" liaggeola That Mt
Is Tweed Over to the PLEASURE IN TILL/NO YOU WHICH SHADE
Doctors. WILL HARMONIZE BEST WITH
A medical eorrespondent to the Lew JUST RECETVED, NEW AND
dos ',afloat sown' tiled murderers.
sbell4 of Wag hatted, be turned over
to doctors for experimentation. He do
sires for science the girt vilege of studying
disease the "laboratory of the humus
body," and thinks that with this oppor
tanity the sciesitist "could book forward
to almost endless possibilities" 01
these possibilities, observes the
delphis Lodger, he negiests to set forth
details, although mentioning transfer
epee id bovine tube/volatile sad the
spread est cancer as profitable sad totes"
eating problems, the solution at which
would be promoted by this plan. He
would use the murderer as a Said for the
malign microbe, and tars Ilk theme
Later tato abating plass for a tilt
the besedosat opposing gsria. Sam"
Weida/ on with eye alert. would .J.....,...
the statemt mad mate mord Of
lioreover. so sweet is the Web IMO
the eorreependeat abides. he le essidiall
the murderer would acentialwe Old
selesene of knee Movie. redeilisi WNW
have his lase peas asseellellel by We
preemie of the =mitered beisOMA.
The propositios Is set sew. oar. ter
new= easy to efts ma 11 be uses
spraltee. That the Oases at beteg Oa
veered by maser it Whites wit on
an aliewnalive, be mileed with seserems
Is sa seauseptlea that flide to WIN alt
the fadesset, asepered ss Sas soft Se
iremens LSO it is el NI
Us ooneagessee. The &saps Inlaid be
the eabstitottlee at tartan for elicit an
patch, sad be ea& plane with the Chins*
method knows as "the Meth of a thou.
mad cuts," • title gristle =plummy of
Lb. precise.
Massages in Amidst Timm.
Carrying messages Is olden times
called for mach Ingenuity. "Nothing
In the world," wrote lierodotus, "la
borne so swiftly as messages by the
Persian couriers." They had over $
hundred stations, each a &Iry journey
from the other, and a regular service
of riders carried messages to and fre
at the rates of from 60 to 160 miles a
day. They had their "through coo
3iers," too, for In tbe ease of a spe
elally oonfideetial message, the text
was tattooed on the shaven head of a
man, whose hair was allowed to grow
before he began his journey, so that
his letter might be concealed until he
reached his goal, where, of course, he
would be reehaved.
Boers Revere Buller.
In a letter to an English friend a
South African farmer writes. "Many
of the fighting Boers have told me they
are quite willing to erect a statue to
Gen. Buller's memory In this country
They declare he Is Ibe only man who
came out to fight aiern in a straighi.
forward manner."
Pride, dot Anger.
Miss Prism—Don't let your dog bite
me, little boy.
Late Boy—He won't bite, ma'am.
"But he Is showing his teeth."
"Certainly he is, ma'am, and if you
bad good teeth as he has you'd
show 'em, too."—Stray Stories
Big Indium:eat.
Dolly—Every thm you call, you
make love to me. Ten getting Area of
; ' )due- yert to stop
Jr .1 I.,. p;•C•faa4iii
MVO? to make lois se yen sedlif—
ClIereisall buds?. oN
WE WILL 7Aat
07 MOITCIINSIG
YOUR PICTURE&
0 RIG IN AL PI CTURIIII IN
PASTELS. WATER COLORS AND BURNT ETCHING& IN PROW
TO MAKE YOUR SELECTIONS, AS THERE IS ONLY ONE OP A
KIND.
THE PRICES 07 OUR PICTURE MOULDDIOS.
FRAMES. ANY STYLE AND COLOR RANGE FROM MIMI MIR
FOOT UP TO ye CENTS PER FOOT. PICTURES FOR as =MB
30 CHNTS 75 CZNTS bon Sa.pe AND UP.
316 BROADWAY
Abram L. Well & Cle
FIRE INSURANCE
AccidentjLifetiLiabilityji•seassiBeiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. ▪ - Residence Phoneave
Healthy Bath Rooms
Both
Good plumbing means
good health wad this men-
bleed with modern unitary
broom helps to beep the doctor out
of your house- eallidlloir Porcelain
Enameled plumbing futteres make
healthy bath roses% ant/somitary and
have a beauty all their own.
lf you intend mein both room im-
provements, let us show you samples of
this famous ware. We parastee good
work, prompt service and attention no
matter how scull or how large your job.
E. D. HANNAN.
Phones ser Iv at. 4th.
C. DINING SEARS, M.R.
Office 1707 Morn St.
Woks. 377.
hide:cal% Stearn
Dye Works
We have enlarged our tasiness land
are( prepared to turn out more and
better\ grade work. Cleaning, Dying
and/ adithillie
K. C. Rose, Prop.
• 
-110 Utah Third St.
_
I '
DR CEO. MAMA
vitTERMARY MIRO/Cow AND
DIIRTFir•
will tent scistillelai with the lat-
est ittlitroltra 14$1.Sis.ito suid1416 10
date etaAnt all diseseee of *MM.
Jested 'Whisk
ALL CALLS PROXPTia AT-
TE1IOED NIGHT AND DAIL
Office Thompson Transfer Co., Dab
some. eey. 
'
Residence Nene ages,
PAST 11.11E RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
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OLD-TDIE METHODS. ME hilJLCA.HY'S RISE •LINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD:ME TABLE
CORRECTED MAY 30, neE.
SOUTH BOUND
Leave Ciscionontl. 
Leave Locasville
Leave Oirresisbore
Learn thecae Branch 
Loewe Oentral City 
Leave Nortoneille 
MAILTe Evaasville 
bows Wardle 
Lame Ilspirinseille 
Leave Pc*.stwoon 
Arrime Paducah 
them Paducah 
'Anise Felton 
Antic Cehba, Teas. 
'Aerive elves 
lacksoo 
11&MOM 
'Arrive Nem Orleeaa 
No. lox
8:ao am.
 • • • .• tmen p.m.
WIRTH SOUND
Leave New Orleans 
Esave Memphis 
Leap Packsoa, Tema. 
beset Rive° 
Lenge Felton 
'Amite Oadocah 
Leave Padoicak 
Ate Priapism 
'Arri vc Iittldnotv -lie 
'Amine hasheille 
A rove Emanates 
Aran leartemville  
'Aortae Ouse= 
 
Wady* Hare
70alere Oneesabot?, 
*Mae Isellireo 
Active Clesiaaati 
2:28 p.m.
3410
Coe P-ul.
12:30 p.m.
4:SS 9-1*-
6:io p.m.
6:15 p.m.
7:m p.m.
8206 p.m.
8:13 p.m.
21:to p.m.
10:33
No. toe
7:10
045 a.m.
8:ay a.m.
11)15 am.
ISM a.m.
1135 1.2L
13:3p
6ag p.m.
935 Pin
345 Pm-
3111 pm.
EPS Om-
SA-
1"4:55
11,95 9-20-
925
No. 103 No. In
to:oo pan-  • ••
9:4n p.m. 740
tr-cs p.m. psio
:o8 a.m. 11.05
• :ta.m. 12:30 p.21
40 a.m. 1 :e8 p.m
440 p.m. lijo tun
yam p.m. 805
945 DAL 1130 &XL
2127 11.2L Ma p.m
34e S.M. 4:15
345 ca. it= Pm
4:31:0 SAL 6:oo
St‘i ......  -
ban a.m.  
735 a.m.
8mis
8115 p.m.  
No. rtbe No. us
gas a.m.  
&In Pm-
iolos pan.
tn•-45
43 gm. 674 Lira"
14$ a.m. 7:30 La
3,03 ALA. PIA am
5:20 2.21.
11109
2.21. was am
si" nag 441
as tra pa
leo a.m. •4311 p.
nets 11.21. 4:55
raga 00011 
T. LOUIS DIVISION
NTH SOUND
Lasts fleaush
Asive Oseboadsle 
Asir* Chicago
/were st. tad.
NO. 3116
 . ia p.m
4A111 P-Jek
.• 6-.,p
 alio p.m
901USII ROOM)
11-essw St. I.ardis
Lave Mesita 
Lome Cedeamdials 
Volvo PlWilioah 
CA v-----17—SIEVILLII LIN&
 
 .0
..... 00.0
• • .
HORT BOUND
Le4sJ Nashville  
Leave asetninreilin
Leave Prioutise  
Aneve Paducah  
Lapse Petlacah 
'Attire Cairo  
iisodirc St. Louie
'Aossve (limp
Me -Su
Sao Lea.
 tr.se 2.1eL
2:35
4:1S lim-
b as p.a.
74.5 0-m-
y= Am.
 „ 6:jo a.m.
135439
•mr, ••••
SOUIPIl 1101 111D sae-lbs 156436
Deere Chicago . 6:ao p.m. 9:40
Leave Stlaula 
 
9440 p.m. AIL
Lease WM   6= a.m. s:sg pm„
%mine Pal*' 
 
745 ILA. 740 SAL
Mem !Paducah 
 
7:50 am. 3:zo
'Agri* fIrinaetan 
 9,89 nni. 44$ Om-
'Active Ileskiasville   &to sm.
'Active Nashville • 931111 PAL
Trains masked (*) rya daily awerpt Snaday. All ether tams es
&Ay. Trains goy and toe miry thecae& sleepers beeves' Ossiaset
likwephis and New Oreasse; trains um and Has sleepers between IAsis
wee. Menspbie and New Odium Trains Su and Sea sleepers haves.
Pledwash sued St. Lode. Trails °weeds at Fast Cairo with Chimp
*spec. tor kola, iniorssadime. address.
I.T. PossovAst, ages, Oty Ticket Office, Psdacals. Ky.
PRATHER, Tisbet Avat, Union DePoi, Pailscab,
F. W. ILASLO'W, D. P. A.. La sievels.
PROST A. SCOW, A. G. P. A., Mainghts, Teas.
G. HATCH, G. P. A., Clime. 1111.
W. H. BRILL. D. P. Lamb nib
a.
GAR WHrTTEMORE
•
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
Data,TI1, varrilitti easrrycsur Win LW
TWOOK4T LOTS POR INVESTIMMIIT.
MAL arrAIII pURICIU. PRICR law
PSIS TO WM-1MT. NSW FOR LT.
EDO• R W. WISFITICNIOILIG P- ft as
•
3 COULSON,
...P MIRING I
Steam and Not Water !kalif).
?hove 220 N. Third
Advertise in the Register and getyesults
I •'When I was a young feller I 'most
gen'rally wore out my overalls at the
knees an' my calluses was all on my
hands," remarked the old man to the
farm assistant. "Now, I take notus,
when there's any patchin' to be done it's
on the seat of a man's britches an' the
rest of the wear an' tear seems to come
on his head. It's all labor-savin' inven-
tions- 
-contrapahuns to save a feller
trouble. Erpose its all rignt, but it ain't,
the way I was raised. Look at you,
I aow."
'What's the trouble with me, Uncle
' Dave?" asked the assistant.
-Wen, you may be all right; I don't
my you ain't," said the old man. "On'y
when you came to my eon's huntin' a
job what did you do? You got out that
thin elPlomY you got from the state
agricultural college an' commenced
gamin about centrifugal separators a'
electric stimplaUon of plant life an' ii
iiitive ratios an' permanganate o' potal
an' such like. An' John, o' sialJ
you up to see whether you was sto
plough to do a good man's work an' dni
In' oat whether you knew enough t
feed a cow 'thout toundertn' it an' kee
telpher when you went after the mail, sal
you if you can rein a gam:ilea' engine
what experience you've had with soil
analysis. Gosh! Then you got the job.
There ain't no farm hands any more.
There's engineers an' biologists an'
chemists an' electricians, but there ain't
so farmers."
"It's different, that's all," said the as
Natant. 'We get the stops jut the
same, but we do it easier."
"That's the plat I'm makin'," said
the old man. ' dolt easier. You eel
So a self- 
-biader-threaber-
sacker an' go through a held o' grain
"thout stole' a tick niore'n podia' a bla-
bs or pulite' a lever, an' them you
think you're smut because yea dose It
may laot at yea. I e'd wattle you.
coollar 'a elbow, or any Mite you like
an' wipe the ground with you. mold as I
W. I meld lick you with use heed tied
bellied me. I bet I can pitch two loads
el hay adore you could .em-but you'd
rig up • derrtek an' a portable auto
matte hay fort an' save time as' do It
easier. Time! Aln't you got all the time
there is? Tea git out an' saw woad in-
stead o' a steam engine to 00 0.
an' your Mehlt be the better for It
Pump water for the stock an' let the
wind do the work the Lord Intended an'
you'll raise some muscle on your ars
Pita your own hay an' git a chest on
you; holler *most • ten-acre field an' Is
Provo your langs. Instid o' settle' down
to • telephone."
'You areal silluut tho m. of sia"ahluery, are you. Undo, Dave?' raked
the assistant.
No, I ain't set) machinery. That's
all right up to a certain plat, but the
plat is that you're runain' It into the
ground. Look at the advertiuments le
the papers. AU of 'em to save trouble
Why trusts time stroppin' a rasor vnu
trouble to cook? Use the self- actin' this
an' the airway
-prepared that' an' the
astermatte rother. Don't fool away
Mae &awns' your !mules; eat the Dmdigested health food that will save yom
etnnumiek trouble. Dort use the less
that you've been welkin' with; ride, as
save the wear an' tsar on 'em, or stay
at home an' prows a button or writs a
posteard an' have what you watt
brought to you. We kin furnish you any.
thin' you've a mind to mentloa quicker
ea' cheaper an' easier than you kin de
It yourself by the old-fashlotted meth-
eds.. gia't that it? You bet It is.
-I tell you if this ides of havin' wary.
n' done may as' without trouble
goes on there won't be no visor Idris',
as' we'll all et to be the mustiest, tri-
ain'eet, alliftlemeet set o' peOple on theface of the mirth. That's my judpitent
I may be mistaken an' it may be an MehlI. take life may, but that ain't my DoNos of it I doul feel 'mistral with alet o' machinery mirth' an' sultivatin
an' maple' as' marketin' an' martin'
an' puns' an' explodin' all over the
place. Lie wasn't meant to be too easy
there alt.''t no satisfaction to me to de
any-thin' if It's top blame easy. I like
to go up alminet a hard proposition an'beat It out. I don't want a machine dep.
stilted to do my ilghtin for roe an' setbeck in an easy chair an' watch it done
Ill use my head wtth the nezt man, butI want to use my hands, too, an' the rest
o' my body. By links., wry. even Sol
contrsations for maids' Bahia' easy
"I don't want to sit on a tractloa en•
stn. to do my plowin'. I want to have
my two Bets &bolt of the phrorliabdles
an' feel as if I was a-rippin' the sod up'
myself. I want to straddle the clodsan' cuss at the horses au' dodge the!damps and in other ways work my bodyas well as my head. I want to push the
maw an' swing the ax, an' shoulder the
sacks o' titers an' hoist 'em into ths
wagon. I'm a man an' not jest a swell.headed thinkin' machlne—or I used tebe."
"It's just a case of 'used to be' all
around." said the assistant—ChicagoDaily News,
London to Zaino Wires.
Tete-a-tete between London andSome, 1,100 n2lles apart, is the latesttelephone nrrelstion. Prof. bfalorasshas Invested the microphone for oje
with the telephone, whereby expertsof Londe* and Rome have alreadybald disjointed °Damnation. Te
optablls'h telepbonio oononuakation be.tireen the two cities is said to beperfectly simple, provided the connect.fag wires are thick enough. It is
siarely a queetiou of money. In folo.$110212/ IOW distances sections of wireSr. lust which are effective life inter%
mediate Points. het perhaps not stibMaeda3 slough for the attire WISnot tailing the asissmyyu.
button of thicker wires US
Sys is the um of the
shish salmi it peadblo to hear idi
annesittod our the *num wins.
SU beast distance far effective lobo
from Louden Is at premed irgri edg es, NO iallee 61•50aL
HOW IT BRED GREAT DIE-
OOKIVET.
In the days when the Muleahril
In the -Pauli," Mulcahy, senior,
had Liten the dommating force in the
houaehold.
Mulcahy worked faithfully at the
gas house year in and year out until
he nad amassed a savings account that
represented comparative wealth. Thu
fortune, in the guise of the supertaten-
dent of a stone quarry, knocked at the
door of the cottage down le the
"Patch," with the announcement that
the owner of the quarry was emulous
to sell it at a moderate prima
With the advent of prosperity Uwe
came to the Mulcahy girl' the natural
desire to better their residence. They
bombarded their mother continuously
but all she would say was, "Tell have
to ask himself." -Himself" =Bounced
with a growl every time that the sub
Jett was broached to him that the old
place had been good enough for their
mother and their father and that It
would have to be good enough for
them.
Bit their constant pleadings and
complainings finally won from their
father a reluctant consent to purchaad
a house more suited to their improved
fortune*. Marion who had been Mary
Ana: Juliette, who had been Julia.
and Marguerite, who had bees Magni*.
Busily decided on a rein:lawn In aa ex-
ehleic aelekborhood fronting a small
illifturt-4. Mrs. Mulcahy inekad her
ley belongings with a stab. The eon-
Ind of the hoes* had been &hilted from
Jeremiah to the three daughters. She
enticented trouble, for their supervis-
ion was certain to to more persoctal
than that of her husband bad been.
Prom morning till night ft woo built-
fading In the house of Mulcahy. The
three gins were disepatentsd. They
would not even acknowledge to them.
mines that the real roma Sr that,
dimodet was the feet that the society
wide& they had expected to be gladly
received in, owe they bad left the
"Patch," had taken absolutely so
lies 
so-
tto, of them. Not one of their are
neighbors had called on them. When
they sauntered forth in the afternoons,
brae. is their awry, they met no one
who knew them They were lonely,
desperately lonely. They threw all the
blame for their lack of social MOM%
on thair poor mother. Their childish
dread of their father prevented them
from daring to correct him. Jeremiah
cordially hated the elaborately deco-
rated rooms of his new =ninon.
-Maybe It's all right, Mary Ann," he
mid dubiously to his wife, -but I'd
Like a place where I could smoke in
pews Mary Ann wool let we smoker
is the parlor and Julia won't let as
smoke in the library, and Maggie
won't let me smoke on the porch, and
the lady out yander"—he pointed in
the direction of the kitchea—"weet
let me set me foot in there at alL"
All this did the little old woman
bass to endure, until finally her health
mare way under the strata of tonsil.
mess and worry and a real homesick
nese to; the place she had called home
for so long. Marton promptly decided
that her mother needed a Buropsan
tour. She suggested tt to the doctor
tentatively. The doctor was one of
the Sew ef whom the haughty Marion
was afraid.
-I think that your mother needs ah
solute rest and quiet," he told her.
He held an earnest coaversatios
with old Jeremiah with the result that
'the latter anaimmeed that be would ac-
otempane Mrs. Mulcahy and that he
would not tall one of them where they
were going. The three sterined and
railed, but their father was adamant
Mot • word did they Mar from them
Sr three weeks. By this time they
were In a frenzy of fear lest death had
overtaken the wanderers. Then one
day Janette met down town old N.rs.
Daly, who had lived next to them is
the "Fetch.' Mere was no evading
the lady. Juliette &mourned her most
&WM manner, but Mrs. Daly shattered
It with her list sentence: "I thought
you were away while your father and
mother were over In the old house."
'In the aid honer cried Juliette.
"Venn else but It the old house?"
demanded Mrs. Daly. "And It's a fine'
sight better your ma is sines she came.
I suppose you'll be issee now that
you've come home?"
Under cover of the darkness that
night the three sisters went to the old
bones that they had never expected to
be forced to enter again. As Marguer-
ite opined the door, Mrs. Mulcahy
looked up'from her knitting. Jeremiah
removed his pipe from between his
teeth to bid them come in. The three
had not waited for the Invitation. They
had already begun their storm against
the citadel of such folly as they saw
before them. They wept, they scolded,
they' elo)oled, they pleaded, they threat-
ened. But Jeremiah and Mary And
were unmoved.
"It's ours," said the old man, "and
'we'll come here whenever it pleases
ea You can stay or you can go. We
are going to end our days in comfort
foe have what you want_ We are
going to take what we want, for a
change. And it you show any Wad
not to let us, I'll make yon come back
hare and sell the other hones. If you'll,
Mad your own biesiness and leave us
to ourselves we'll divide our time he-
twos the two Pass."
Marlon, wlso had toss Mary Alan;
Mutts, who had been Julia, and Mar.
geerite, who bad been Maggie, swept-
ell the decision of Remit* in Alsace,
The did =ea held' the balaace at pow-
er. Thep looked at their mother re-
preseifulty, but she was ktairedag
New They glared at their father
sway, bat be was ameldns his pipe
again mad reeding hda essigager..--
Potrillowl
WHERE 1301D YOU SU(
YOUR PIANO?
at
Boldwio's
They Make Then
W. T. Miller;
Selected This
tie and His Priallter Rave a Large New Stock at
518 BROADWAY
- E. P. aotiaquut TUNER.
........................m_______.•
1 Handsome SilverwareTO itIlebitN YOUR liat.s. serm PATTRJANS AND DESIGNSIN agairmo SPOON& 10=3, POONS, FISH ICNIVIZ, DISH-ES. ETC.1 t
irsTmimillmilHi
s A ,‘411,.. 4/ I
,
WRODING GI TS
OF SILV ER ARE ALWAYS SURE TO PLEASE. YOU'LLMAKE WO MISTAKE_IP Y OU PURCHASE SOME OF OURNEW AND ISAUTIVIII. CIL VERWARIC.
OUR GOODS ARE NEW—UP TO DATE—SOMETHINGTHAT WILL PLIASZ—HEFORE YOU BUY CALL AND GETPRICES AND COMMAIIR GOODS VALUES.
J. L. WANNER, AwitorntiAN
Guy Nance & Sons
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
White Ambulance for sick and injured Gab'
Office and residence 213 South 3rd street
tlionoc• New 334. Old 699 Open Day and Night
WINCIffiTIA
‘4411,06,3;
"'PIP
" NUBLACK "
bawled Black Powder Shells
Moot Strong and Evenly
Are Sure Fire,
Will Stand Reloading.
They Always Get The Saila;
For Salo Ewa/where.
INSURE
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
Once 306 Broadway Plumes:Office 385—Residence 1694
Paducah Transfer CompanyNur"- (InCrir Potable)
GENE R AL CARTAGE:BUSINESS.
;
40.4••••••41.44•0•••
supwaost FACILITIRS POR HANDLING *WIGHT, MACH IN.
ENT AND HOUSEHOLD GOOD IL
OPIPICZ SECOND AND MO) ROE- BOTH PHONES. 4 4
P. D. FITZPATRICK. SUPT
Subscribe For The Register
'41.41r11 4
wog
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the I. C. under his falser, be having
started in an unusually minor capacity
with the railroad many years ago, and
thoroughly mastering the depart-
mental details, gradually crept up the
ladder of which his father amesses
the top rung, the latter being recog-
nised as one of the greatest railroad
men of the present day.
Mr. Ebonies HaraLan will be hers
only a day, and those misting him
immediately recognize the ep-to-date
family traits in his character.
Hundreds Of Cars
Yesterday Morning found the I. C.
yards here congested with hundreds
of freight cars that rolled into Pa-
ducah during the preceding twenty-
four hours. Now that the washouts
on the southern divisions have been
repaired, thousands of cars held back
are arriving en route North, while
in the other direction thousands are
arriving loaded with holiday goods
for the South. Large forces of ex-
tra men were at work yesterday
making up and sending out freight
trains as rapidly os possible,
Locked In Beet Oer.
Three Paducah boys started for
Florence station Wednesday on a
hunt, getting into an empty boa car
to ode out there. The trim u was going
too fast to leap off, and they re-
mained inside. Near Mayfikl a jolt
threw shut the car door, which closed
firm and fast, they being unable to
open it. The imprisoned lads went
on to Fulton, where the car was set
on a side track. Their cries for help
attracted a yard employe who releas-
ed them, and they were back home
yesterday. The boys are Terry Tuck
cr. aged 13 years, of 716 South Elev-
enth; Robert Duke, aged it years ot
713 South Eleventh; Jim Wilkes,
aged 14 years of Ninth and Jones.
N. C. and Bt. L. New Time Card
A new time card goes into effect
on the N. C and SC L railroad to-
morrow, but Paducah trains ar e iiaat
affected.
WILL OF MINE .1,
GIVEN CAMPBELL
.•.=•10
DECREES THAT WIFE SHALL
HAVE RESIDUE OF THE
ESATZ.
Beseeches Children to Always Seek
Counsel and Advice from Be-
loved Mother and Wife.
St. Louis, Nov. 30.—The will of
Given Campbell, veteran member of
the St. Louis bar, who died at the
home of his son, Mr. Given Campbell
34aq Morgan street, last Tuesday
night, provides that his wife, Susan
lizabeth Campbell, shall invest Veto
in is watch for each of his children—
Given, Susan W. and James Camp-
bell The residence of the estate goes
to Mrs. Campbell. A clause in the
will states:
"I bestow my blessing upon my
children and wish them at all times
to love, cherish and honor their dear
mother and each other, and to look to
their mother in whom I have implicit
faith and confidence, for counsel and
advice ..in every contingency of life."
The will was executed July r, 1885
and witnessed by O'Neill Ryan, now
judge of the St. Louis circuit court.
William H. Bliss, former United
Letts district attorney at St. Louis,
and now in Paris, France; and Judge
James Campbell of Paducah, Ky., a
younger brother of the deceased.
EXCEEDINGLY DULL
WITH BUILDINGS
ONLY FIVE PERMITS ISSUED
DURING NOVEMBER BY
ENGINEER.
The Rushing Season in This Line
Has Come to a Close, to Remain
So Until Next Spring.
The permit book in the office of
City Engineer L A. Washington
shows that the sharp chilly and In-
clement weather of the past month
as had a very depressing effect upon
chiding operations as hardly any new
tructures have been started at all
Before anyone can erect a building in
this city they have to first get a per-
mit from the city engineer, and his
books show that during November
only five were issued, this being the
smallest number for one month for
years.
The permits for November, togeth-
er with the owner, character of build.
mg, and location, were as follows:
Thomas Williams, frame on Tenth
between Husbands and Bachman
streets, $125.
Mrs. William T. illcCutchen, frame
on Fourth between Elizabeth and
Broad streets, $893.
J. C. Farley, frame repairs on
Clements, between Powell and Yeiser
streets, boo.
N., C. & St. L. railros4. concrete
and brick on South Sixth between
Jones and Norton streets, Use.
Willie White, frame on Seventh be-
tween Finley and Burnett streets
The winter period proves a dull
season in building circles, on account
of it being too severe for the
mechanics of labor outside, therefore
nearly all the work of this kind is
confined to the warm months.
Notice to Elks
All members are requested to be
present at Elks' Home Sunday at 2
p. m. to attend memorial services to
be given at opera house at 3:30 p. m
Sunday December a, tso6.
OSCAR HARPER, Sec'y.
Engaging in Pleasurable Sports.
Guy McChesney, of Paducah, spent
last week here, engaging himself in
that pleasuable sport bird hunting
with good success.—Livingston Echo
WAR INEVITABLE
WITH JAPANESE
•
tlidled Steen Must Flea Yellow
Pao*. Says Judge Lineberger.
Chicago, Nov. 3o.—That the future
of the Filipino depends on the grant-
-rig of free trade in his commercial
relations with the United States was
the statement made yesterday by
Judge Paul W. Lineberger, who has
just returned from the Philippine Is-
lands, where he served fire years as
trail judge, to which position he was
appointed by President McKinley.
Jodge Lineberger firmly believes the
Filipinos have been underrated and
that the resources of the country
have been underestimated. 'He declar
ed emphatically that there is an er-
roneous idea prevalent in the Unit-
ed States that the Philippines are a
drain on hte tax-payers of the public
instead of a well-sustaining nation.
Viewing the operations of 'be Jap
anese in the Far East since the
close of the war, he gave bs opinion
that a war between this nation and
the yellow people is inevitable, be-
cause of their desir to control the
commerce of th countries beyond the
Pacific. Already, he says, the legend
"Great Br?tain, but Greeter Japan'
Fritts utterance on the lips of every
son of the Fltswerf Kingdom.
Judge Lineberger announced him-
self in favor of the establishment of
a foreign trade bureau, to be operat-
ed in connection with the consular
service.
Success loses part of its sweetness
to the man who has unpleasant mem-
ories of the way he got there.
No man is as successful finding his
own shortcomings as he is pointing
out the failings of his neighbor.
GENUINE
TRADILWATER
WE WILL HAVE ON SALE
December 1st
Leggett's Saturday
Candy
31 cents
A POUND.
This candy strictly conforms to the
.cent pure food laws and is guar-
anteed to be equal to other brands
doubie the price. On sale Saturday
and Sunday only. We positively can-
not charge or deliver any of this
sandy.
MTHERSON'S
DRUG STORE
1-
RIVER. NEWS
Cairo, 35-1. WWII& , • .
Chattaneddln lasf inlit-24 •
Evansville 26.4a ••
Floren4 !kap
Johns°k g.V
Louisville, 
Mt. Carine4 8.2, falling.
Nashville:VT.4.4841w • 
11Davis Island Dem—hfresing.
St. Louis, nos, - •
Paducah. 30.7, falling
Mt. Vernon, ab.o, falling.
Burnside, an, Ming.
Carthage, 5.0,
This afternoon at 5 o'clock the
steamer Kentucky gets out for the
Tennessee river. She remains up
that stream until next Thursday
night
The Dick Fowler goes to Cairo at
S o'clock this morning and, coming
back tonight, lies here until Monday
morning before skipping away on an-
other trip for that city.
The Joe Fowler went to Evansville
festerday and comes back tomorrow
The John S. Hopkins leaves today
for Evansville and does not come back
rntil Tuesday.
The Dudley leaves Nashville today
gets hete tomorrow, and lies until
Monday noon before skipping out or'
4er return to Clarksville.
The Georgia Lee is due to pass
'down today en route from Cincin-
nati to Memphis. •
The City of Salon() left St. Louis
yesterday and gets here tomorrow
morning bound for the Tennessee
river.
Second Clerk Roman Getlee has re-
.igned his place on the steamer Ken-
tucky, and been succeeded by Vergon
Kemper of the John S. Hopkins.
The Swallow and Markle floating
palace, has arrived here from the His-
sippi river to go into winter quarters
The Joe B. Williams, Stir-ague, Ful-
ton and Clarke are due to pass down
tomorrow. en route South with coal
fleets
The steamer Chattanooga is due
here today from Louisville, to enter
the PaducaloCbattanoogs trade.
The Lyda has gne to the Tennessee
river after another. tow of ties.
. -
Miss Passay—"The idea of her pre-
!ending that she thought my hair was
' gray!"
Mistr.BithMPrYn, 0° iWy of her.Miss Passay-I-Walief It, though.
Less Ittiox-Yes; just as if you'd
iry gray hair !"—Philadelphia Pr es,
'Gaston. Boissier is giving up his
Altair at the College de Frarece after
lecturing.,on Latin letters for more
than 'forty years. He is a brilliant
-writer and intends to devote his time
to a study of the Hellenieation of
Rome
OUR
PURE GUM
SEAMLESS
HOT WATER BOTTLES
AND "--
FOUNTAIN SYRINGES
ARE GUARANTEED TO
STAND THE TEST OF
TM& THEY ARE SOFT
AND PLIABLE AND
=0 AND HAVE NO
TO COME UN-
GLUED QUALITY AND
DURABILITY CONSI D-
BRED. OUR =
GOODS ARE THE
HIT IN TOWN. WE RAVI
THE BIGGEST LINIL
L W. WILIER CO.
DIVOGISTE
11Hk sitd • reedway
Hai iFicsie 173.
METROPOLIS INFORMATION
SAYS NEW ROADS ARE SURE GO
REPORT .D FROM AUTHENTIC SOURCE THAT LAST MONTH
DIRE_ TOltS MET AT CHICAGO AND PRACTICALLY DE-
CIDE.) UPON THE EXTENSION OF BURLINGTON AND BIG
FOUR RAILROADS—PRESIDENT HARAHAN'S SON IS IN
THE CITY FOR A BRIEF STAY, THE GUEST OF COLONEL
WILL: 1.11 KATTERJOHN—THOUSANDS OF FREIGHT CARS
CONGILST THE LOCAL YARDS—FOUR PADUC.All BOYS
LOCKED IN A BOX CAR.
Word yeat rday from Metropolis
was that aut . entic information had
becn received there to effect that No-
vember Mt., meitang had been held
at Chicago by the board of directors
of The Burlirwton. and The Big Four
railroads, and a tecision reached to
extend the line-, of the road from Har-
risburg, Ill., where they now end
down to Ili -upon*. III., sod then
across the Oloo river in this direction
It is said the two roads will build
the extension jointly from Harrisburg
construct the bridge and arrange tar
connections leading to the Gulf coast
The Louisville :old Nashville con-
trol the N., C. & St. L and wants an
outlet to the North and if the com-
bined connections were made in this
city, it would be a great thing for
Paducah.
Surveyors have been at work all
last summer running lines from Har-
risburg down to the Ohio river, and
also sounding that stream. There has
',cen a continual rumor regarding
hese new roads. but it is said they
...re now a sine go.
President's Son Here.
The son of the new president of the
mighty I. C. is now in this city—Mr.
Thomas Harahan, who is the guest
of Colonel William Katterjohn who
holds a $icsoino,000 contract with the
I. C. to furnish crushed rock used for
roadbed ballast over the entire sys-
tem.
Although the son of the reilroad
president, Mr. Thomas Harahan has
no connection with the powerful sys-
tem controlled by his father. The son
is the traveling representative of a
mammoth concern that manufactures
railroad supplies of every nature. This
is his first visit to this city, and he
is well impressed with Paducah.
He is younger than is brother,
Mr. William Harohan, who is so well
remembered by al Paducahans. and
who for a year or two came to this
city evtry few days when he was
superintenelent of Louisville division
of the I. ( about five years ago Mr
Harahan now general manager of
CITY TAXES ARE
DUE THIS MONTH
THE LAST HALF OF 1906 TAXES
ARE PAID DURLNG DE-
CEJCBER
City Treasurer Dorian Keeps His Of-
fice Open on Saturday Night
For Accomodation of Public.
Today is the first day of the
mouth during which the last half of
the city taxes are due for zoci6, and
from now until the last of this month
City Traeasorer John J. Dorian and
his corps of clerks will be kept very
busy collecting the money from the ,
property owners who have until De-
centber 31st in wh:ch to pay the re-
spective amounts before the penalty
goes on.
There is over $Too,00 to be collect-
ed, and the big rush comes during
the last week of December, as it
looks like everyone waits until the
final monient prior to the penalty be-
ing pot on, before coming forward
and paying the amounts they owe.
In order to accommodate those
who cannot come down during the
daytime. Colonel Dorian will this ev-
ening keep his office open at the City
Half so these can have an opportun-
ity. It is more than likely that he will
keep the office open- every Saturday
night dtring this month.
LIKE DIAMONDS?
BUY A TURKEY
New York, ..ov. 30.—Willie Rit-
ace, thirteen, who lives ot Valley
Brooks avenue, in Kingsland, N. J.,
saved his money this year and to-
day brolo open his saving bank, once
a cigar ox. There was a fortune,
$3.5o, all ill pennies. With a heart
bursting with pride and a waistband
tightened by anticipation Willie gave
the money to his mother and ehe
bought a turkey. Willie watched her
clean the lyrd, ond when he went to
hang up the turkey in the cool attic
he found on the kitchen table a
small stone that was far brighter than
the newest penny of all he had sav-
ed. It was a diamond.
An optimist is
all iurkeyless
and yet rejoices
hasn't levied on
a man who can be
Thankigiving day
bicasse the sheriff
the table.
BOY ANSWERS
TO GRAND JURY
ALBERT ROGERS HELD OVER
ON CHARGE OF STEAL-
ING BICYCLE.
John Jeffries Was Dismissed or the
Charge of Attempting to Defraud
Meech= of Board Bin.
Alfred Rogue was held to the cir-
cuit court grand jury by Judge Cross
in the polionourt yesterday, on the
charge of steeling a bicycle from the
son of Druggist Joe Gardner, and sell-
ing It to anotb,er party, by clamming
the wheel Woofed to him. Rogers'
bond was fined at $tao.
Hallie Owens was held to the grand
jury :n Sim bond on the charge of pet-
ty larceny. She stole a hat from the
millinery establishment of Mrs Cora
Will
Walt Hale was fined $1 and
con& 0 g drunk.
was dismissed of the
cam kint with attempting to
defraild sie° . Meacham out Of sev-
eral doriv$ dm for the board of Jeff-
ries' bIl4orents, who are the fa-
miliar figure...mon the streets solicit-
ing alms, and playing the violin.
James Burford was fined $s° and
sent to Jail llos thirty days on the
chablipjf stesSug waste from the
begun tai freight cars at the railroad
yards.
Bierman Martin was fined $: for be
ing *reek, as was Fannie Johnson.
4,1* of $to was assessed against
T. Wooten for a breach of the peace
but the assessment set aside pending
good vior.
bit 
INENNIENIHE AND
CKY INDUSTRIES
Term., Nov. 30—The
foil 11101111stries were established
in •and Tennessee during the
boglr
GI -:-tement works.
Tennessee — Chattanooga — $5.000
wood fiber plaster company.
Nashville-420,mo land company.
Johnson City—Lumber company.
Paint Rock-4roomo flume and
transportation company.
Bull's Gap---$5.000 canning factory
Memphis-4,5,000 tunsber and
manufacturing company; hes000 lum-
ber company
Harriman--aamoo lumber and min-
ing company.
Bristol—$15,000 bottling works.
Clinton-45,000 bottling works.
Louisville, $roo,ono land
stoat company; $60,000
company.
Tellephone system.
8900.000 cement
Canning factory, ice lac -
One of the surest ways of learning
what a man left undone in this -world
is to read his epitaph.
Wben a man tells you he is going to
be perfectl ycandid, he is either noti-
fying you to guard against a blow or
getting ready to ruin you by flat-
tery —Florida Tunes-Union.
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FOR SALE—Horse, bogs gad
harness, and one stake wager, very,
cheap. Telephone 433.
FOR RENT: Suite of roomn
pire flats. Apply to L S.
FOR RENT: Eight room Ilieshn
West End. All modern improvements
Apply to L S DuBois.
F(IR RENT—Elegant flans el*
enth and Broadway. Apply as a 1114
SCOTT.
FOR engraved cards grin pee
:hristersas order to Paducah Modes
nd Book-Binding Co. nom am
Report Accountant
Will post, examine. systemenna
audit books by the day, week is
job. Terms Reasonable
JOHN D. SMITH, Jr., It8 Fratern-
ity building.
•
WANTED vii), U. s
Able-bathed unmarried men beessits
sees of ai and le; chimes of United
States, of good clmasmoter an immtpr
ate habits, who am speak mat mad
write llogitak. Feem irOmmoNes ap-
ply to Itogrultioi Caw, New Eimb.
mumull Mum Parra. Etr
SPECIAL HOWDAY
PRIDES
Solid Geld Watch Wm
Movement  *ES
so +fliir-4:' Sold lined Owe
Elgin movemest S5,73
Genuine Rogers Tee apron
75c &Pt-
Genuine karma' Knives and
Forks ills.z• • est
Out our prices on solid gold
Lockets
Sold CkAd Rings—Our Steck
Is Complete Our Prices GINN
Be Beet
J. A. ICONETZRA.
Jeweler and Optician.
EYE-SEE JEWELRY it
OPTICAL CO.
305 Broadway
Guthrie's Old Stand
Remember the place.
"Has a reformer any chance in pa-
ints?'
"It all depends," answered the cold-
blooded campaigner, on whether
is set In his mays or is willing to be
tatight."—Washingtais Star.
Boot Salo Extra-Ordinary
SaLDOM DO YO'r ilWAROOF SUCHOVALUIffl
AND NEVER BEF011tld IMPADUCAH
DO YOU MAR OF SUCH VALUES AND NEVI,
RE DI PADUCAH.
Theamods of the prettiest, daintiest and beet books pohilehed wU
eds. These hooka we just the thing her Chriennee semeem.
they glisten the heart and please the lensit.
• are ode:ism the silt biggest man& books in the WWI
at soc each bet you can get them only stout store.
SALL IlltGINS MONDAY, NOv. 26
D. E. WILSON Book th Meek Ma
HARBOURS DLPAIRTMLPIT STOLL
FOR THEBEST 'COA ON THE MARKET
PHONE 254 
pAsBlititG
West Kentu Coal Co.
r.tvempsorrirri
Office and kletrigisis Lau oL utuo
co L
• ....11•MO •
• ==
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